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Dear reader,

This is the fourth edition of the Federal Statistical Office's
Annual Report.

It documents major aspects in the state and the
advancement of our services provided in 2006. Two

interviews with externaI experts provide background
knowledge on topics covered by recent potiticat
discussions. A special chapter on the modernisation of
administration informs the reader about the overall
conditions in which our office's functions and services
were provided.

Experts of our office examined the chatlenges official
statistics will have to face in the future: globalisation
and the demographic change which is increasingly
fett, economic-environmental accounting showing the
interdependency of economic performance and environ-
mental consumption and the transition to a knowledge-
based society, which wi[[ require improving the scope of
available statistical information.

A major project of officiat statistics in the years to come
witt be the first register-driven population census planned

for 207012071. The change in methods will make the
census, which witt be supplemented by sample surveys,
much less burdensome and more cost-efficient than a

conventional census. Another proiect to be completed
in a few years is the reform of enterprise statistics. A

register-driven statistical survey will pave the way to
higher product quality, simuttaneously reducing the
response burden to a minimum.

ln Aprit 2006 the Federal Government decided that
the standard cost modeI already established in several
European countries shoutd also be introduced in Germany.

This model is to replace subiective assessments on

w issen. nutzen.

bureaucratic burdens by objective measurements.
The practical implementation was entrusted to the
FederaI Statistical Office, which was able to make it
futty operationaI at its locations in Wiesbaden and
Bonn by the end of 2006.

The Federal Statistical Office has contributed a large

variety of retevant information to current topics of the
potiticat reform discussion: new modeI calculations on
population change, stocktaking in education, poverty

indicators from EU community statistics, a price monitor
for the VAT increase, data on the use of climate-effective
matters and forest resource accounting, labour cost and
earnings results tailored to today's information needs,
an enlarged suppty of data on day-care institutions for
children and new producer price indices for the services
sector.

Whoever wants to join discussion and take the right
decisions must know the facts. The StatisticaI Advisory
CounciI has put it in a nutshell: Be informed, use
statistics !

I I,,,,',,;:1,',:,,,,,"'1"' :11r.r;,1;;;';';.r':,

(rsat*t Qo.olr.rr^^o /.t
Walter Radermacher
President ofthe Federal Statistical Office
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A daily routine - the press relations
of the Federal Statisticat Office

Press releases are the most important medium for press

relations. Almost 600 press releases were sent by the
Federal Statistical Office in 2006 to news agencies, the
media and the interested pubtic. An average of two
messages per weekday provide oblective, neutral and

independent information on the latest statisticalresults -
via satellite, the internet or using the e-mail newstetter.

The messages of particular interest to the pubtic in 2006
referred to topics of education such as the OECD edu-

cation indicators for Germany broken down by federal

state, which were presented for the first time. Other
messages quoted equally often by newspapers, radio and

W stations related to figures on the public health system

and the social systems, on forms of living and famities,
on costs of chitdren or on the numbers of Germans who
emigrated.

Nearty 600 press releases ofthe Federal Statistical Office
were sent to news agencies in 2006

The evergreens of 2006 were again messages on econom-

ic growth, external trade and, ofcourse, consumer prices.

The results presented hetped to objectify public debates

or contributed new aspects. For example, in the last six
years the increase in airfares has mainty been caused by

additional fees such as the kerosene attowance that were

charged on the ticket price. The response from the media
was simitarly large when the Federat Statistical Office
presented the price monitor, which enabled consumers to
inform themselves on price changes of certain products
prior to the increase in the vatue added tarc For example,
the ZDF morning magazine reported on the price monitor
in monthly intervals.

Did you know that most drunk driving accidents happen

on father's day? Memorable results of that kind are

always pubtished on Tuesdays as "Figure of the Week",

often related to a current occasion. Also the press

releases on the Footbatt Wortd Cup, containing country-
specific facts on the opponents of the German team, met

with considerable response.

FederaI Statisticat Office, Annual Report 2006 7
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8

In the spotlight -
press conferences to
present central results

The showcase field of public relations is the press con-
ference. lt is used by the Federat Statistical Office to pre-

sent centraI new results - at the FederaI Press Conference
in Berlin or at the Press Club in Frankfort-on-Main. 16
press conferences and briefings took place in 2006,
which is more than in previous years (2005: 1,3; 2OO4:

1 2). The press conference on the microcensus in June was
particularly wetl attended. The figures on the population's
migration background, which were pubtished for the first
time apart from the resutts on households and public
health, met with broad response from the media.

How much does labour cost in Germany? This question
was answered by a press conference in August. ln indus-
try and construction and in the services sector one hour
worked cost an average of 28.18 euro in 2004. The other
press conferences presented interesting statistical
results as wett: For instance, in November, when the new
11th coordinated poputation projection was presented.
Or in December, when the Federal Statistical Office fur-
nished information on a new statistical survey on poverty
and living conditions in Germany, the results of which
woutd be comparable across the EU.

However, the FederalStatistica[Office was in the limelight
not only at its own press conferences in 2006. Experts
from the Federal Statistical Office were atso invited to
press conferences of other institutions, in particular, to a
press conference of the German lnstitute for Economic
Research. The centraI resutt ofthe study that was present-
ed there on the importance ofthe burden on the economy
caused by officiat statistics: ln contrast to a commonly
accepted opinion, an enterprise needs on average just
one hour per month to futfil its obligations in terms of offi-
ciaI statistics.

Awaited with great anticipation: President
Walter Radermacher informs lournalists about
the gross domestic product for 2006

Federa I Statistical Office, An n uaI Report 2006
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Statistics customers' most im portant
source of information - the website

More than two million page views per month show that
the information provided by the Federal Statistical Office
via the internet enloys great popularity. Texts, tabtes and
charts provide information at a glance. Conventional
disptay formats are supplemented by interactive gra-

phics, which incite users to make experiments: For exam-
ple, a small interactive programme enables users to find
out to what extent a person's rate of price increase due to
individual buying habits differs from the officially deter-
mined average rate.

.'<l:

With a view to the VAT increase in January 2007 a so-cal-
led "price monitor" was estabtished in mid-2006, which
since then has provided monthly information on price

changes for selected goods and services, frequently
bought by German households.

The results of the 11th coordinated population proiection
were used to update the interactive poputation pyramid

in tine with a new technical standard and equip it with
extended functionalities, which brought about a new
marked increase in the utility of this poputar application.

Since October 2006 it has been possibte for our custom-
ers to be informed quickty and comfortably on breaking
news by an RSS news feed newly instatled on the website
www.d estatis. d e.
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New internet presence
in summer 2007

The quickty growingvolume of data and the pursuit of the
goal to apply uniform editoriat standards at the Federal

StatisticaI Office have made it necessary to introduce a

content management system which wilt atso be used for
the future maintenance ofthe office's internet presence.

We witl use this change to introduce a new thematic navi-
gation structure and bring the various theme overview
pages in better accordance with user needs. The new
system will also make it easier to implement the legal
stipulation of unimpeded access to the information
provided on the internet. The activation of the new
system witt take place in summer 2007.

Com prehensive information
available for download

Downtoads from the Statistics 5hop, the ontine sales plat-

form for print publication orders and downloads, have
been free of charge since earty 2006. ln addition to the
subiect-matter series, made availabte free of charge since
the Statistics Shop was reorganised in 2004, this also
refers to cross-sectionat pubtications such as e.g. the "ln
Focus" votumes and, since very recentty, to the Statistical
Yearbook. A sma[[ number of publications are exempted
from this rule, for instance publications jointty issued by

the Federation and the federaI states.

The goal pursued by the new sales concept to boost the
dissemination of our data significantty by providing
downloads free of charge was achieved. New target
groups were reached due to the increased timeliness and
free avaitabitity of online data. As no registration is re-

quired to execute a free download, an important inhibition
threshotd has ceased to exist, which prevented users

from accessing the information offered by the shop. This
widens the circle of those who use our publications and
resutts, in particular by occasionaI users such as pupils
and students or smatl businesses. When subject-matter
divisions in their contacts with clients increasingly and
explicitty point out that the data are offered by the Statis-
tics Shop, they ease the corresponding burden on sub-

iect-matter information units.

GENESIS-Online provides a large
volume of meta data

The target group of GENESIS-Online, the information
database ofthe FederaI StatisticaI Office, consists of pro-
fessional, ratherthan occasional, users of statistics. Here

users can download customised tabulations of statistical
resutts in different data formats according to their needs.
Approximately 60 mitlion data items from 140 statistical
surveys are availabte. The range of data that can be acces-

sed online is permanently extended and updated. This

GENESIS-Online tables accessed peryear (in thousands)

776

150
130

100

2004 2005 2006
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also relates to the large volume of meta data, which in
2006 was supplemented by the so-calted "Quatity
Reports", i.e. comprehensive data on the quality and
m ethodology of statistical surveys.

Extended coverage of subjects and contents, on the one
hand, is accompanied by an increased use of the data-
base, on the other hand. At the end of 2005 a total of
2 900 registered clients used the entire volume of GENESIS-

Ontine data for an annual fee of 50 euro. For a higher fee
GENESIS-Ontine makes an extended proposition to pro-

fessional users, inctuding, first of al[, commercial data
processors, banks, associations and research institu-
tions, which, for instance, provides a standard procedure

to incorporate statistical data in the data stocks of the
users'own databases. Since 2006 these business clients
have been able to use so-ca[[ed web services to automate
their data requests using their own software systems.

The GENESIS web services enable users to obtain the
most recent data they need for their individual purposes

via the internet at any time.

Guest users have free access to the tables, offered free of
charge, and are allowed to retrieve data for investi-
gations. 161 000 guest user hits in 2006 show that the
offered possibility to retrieve online data has been well
accepted by customers.

ln order to further develop GENESIS-Online in accordance
with user needs, the Federal Statistical Office regutarly
organises user conferences, enabling us to make provi-

sion for customer requirements in our plans.

Health information easily
accessible on the internet

Since the end of March 2006 the heatth monitoring infor-
mation system ofthe Federation (GBE) has been present

on the internet with a new user interface (www.gbe-
bund.de). lt is expected to enable the manifotd data
available on the internet to be accessed online by atI
people, including those who are visually and motoricatly
impaired. For that purpose charts and tabtes, in particu-
lar, were supplemented by explanatory texts that can

automatically be read out by so-called screen readers. A[[

language shifts, above a[[ between Engtish and German,
are highlighted and navigation works equally well with
keyboard and mouse.

FederaI Statisticat Office, AnnuaI Report 2006 77
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For many years now the heatth monitoring information
system has provided figures and background information
from approximatety 120 health-related statistical sour-
ces, giving users a comprehensive overyiew of the pubtic
heatth system in Germany.

The modern and easy-to-use interface has certainly been
one of the contributing factors. Since the new version of
the health monitoring information system was activated,
about 500,000 page hits have been recorded on average
per month, which is some 100,000 page hits more than
before that time.

Average page hits per month in the health monitoring
information system (in thousands):

474

292

2004 2005 2006

Print publications:
classics and innovations

The StatisticalYearbook is one of the "classics" among the
pubtications of the Federal Statistical Office. For many
years it has been the standard reference book for at[ peo-

pte relying on oblective, annuaI information about condi-
tions and developments in our society, economy and envi-
ronment. With the 2006 issue, the Federal Statistical
Office has for the first time made the complete contents of
the Statistical Yearbook available for free as a download
on the internet. "The FederaI States: Structures and Devet-

opments" was a major innovation in the FederalStatistical
Office's publications programme in 2006. With texts that
are easyto understand, a [arge number ofcharts and short
tabtes, this modern pubtication draws a multifaceted
picture of Germany's federal [andscape. lt has become
the runaway success ofthe year's downloads.

The variety of subjects publicised in the "ln Focus" series
in 2006 was also unique: Apart from a wide scope of statis-
tical results on women in Germany, magazines deating
with agricutture, transport and prices, which were issued
in this series, provided a deep insight into themes of a
technical nature. Anothervolume entitted "Germany in the
European Union" was completed in late 2006 on the occa-

sion of the German EU CounciI Presidency in the first hatf
of 2007.

FederaI Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006
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Data Report 2006:
Social reporting of the
Federal Statisticat Office

The Data Report, issued every two years for more than
twenty years now, has developed into one of the most fre-
quently used manuals on the economic and social situa-
tion in Germany, in particutar in the education sector. This
publication issued jointty with the Federat Centre for Polit-
ical Education (BpB), the Centre for Surveys, Methods
and Analyses (ZUMA) and the Bertin Science Centre
(WZB), provides information about many fields of life: the
evotution of sociaI safeguard systems, an internationaI
comparison of the employment situation, the income
situation of German households or the state of the envi-
ronment in Germany. ln a second part the mentioned
partner institutes describe, among other things, the
various population groups' subjective views of living con-
ditions and circumstances.

The Data Report is availabte both as a printed book and
as a downtoad on the internet. With more than 100,000
downloads and a total run of 30,000 printed copies the
Data Report has the [argest reach ofatt pubtications ofthe
Federa I Statistical Office.

New joint publications of the
Federation and the FederalStates

The number and thematic range of the publications issued
jointty by the Federation and the Federal States has further
increased in 2005. Publications in such fields as "Social
affairs" and "Education" were supptemented by a new
brochure "A comparison of internationaI education indica-
tors on federal state leve[", which was avaitable just one
day after the publication of an OECD brochure with inter-
national education indicators. This new joint pubtication
consists of 98 pages, presenting a choice of OECD educa-
tion indicators such as e.g. educationalattainment by age,

the number of graduates by subiect group or the student-
teacher retationship in numerical terms on federal state
levet. With its reader-friendty layout consisting of tables,
graphic illustrations and detailed commentaries this
pubtication offers a good insight into how Germany's fed-
eraI states are ranked according to internationaI criteria.

Federal Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006 73
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The runaway success among the
brochures: The "FootballWorld Cup
2006" and "Universities at a gtance"

The international statistics unit of the Federal Statistical
Office issued a folder providing information about all the
32 states participating in the World Cup 2006. The fotder
contained major key data on the participating countries:
area, life expectancy and economic power, including foot-
ball-specific data on Wortd Cup participations, achieve-
ments or record goalscorers. Hatf of the print run of atmost
30,000 copies was acquired for pay by firms and the
press. This folder in English and German was also the sea-

son's runaway success among downtoads.

The brochure "Universities at a gtance", which provides

information in a compact form about the situation at Ger-

man universities, met with positive response. For a num-
ber of years one has attached particutar importance to
educational attainments at university level under the
aspect of economic and educationaI potitics. ln this pubti-

cation education statisticians make essential structures
transparent by comparing the federaI states. The rate of
newty enrolled students, the age of graduates, the dura-
tion of study and tutoring relationships at universities are,

among other things, described for the various federaI sta-

tes with indicators being understandably exptained. These

are popu [ar themes which the FederaI Statistical Office witt
again publish in this form in 2007, too.

New price monitorshows
price changes of frequently
bought products

As early as in mid-2006 the Federal Statistical Office
pubtished an internet price monitor with a view to the
forthcomingVAT increase in January 2007.lt enables con-

sumers visiting the website www.destaiis.de/pricemonitor
to inform themselves by way of charts about price changes
of selected goods and services, which are frequently
bought by German households.

On the one hand, the price monitor aims to objectify the
discussion about the price effects ofthe VAT increase. On

the other hand, the price monitor is to better communi-
cate price statistics results in generat. The price monitor
compares current price changes with the evolution of pri-

ces over the last six and a hatfyears. This enables consum-
ers to view a currently observed price increase in relation
to former price oscillations.
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The choice of goods has been made, considering the fact

that pubtic discussions often focus on frequently bought
goods and services, even though these goods sometimes
account for iust a minor part of household consumer
spending. The debates after the introduction of the euro
as money in cash have shown that the publication of
aggregated figures on price changes alone may lead to
misunderstandings. That is why the price monitor uses
graphics to show the concrete price changes of exemplary,
individuatty selected goods. They enable consumers to
better understand that there are goods with stronger price

increases and others with weaker price increases, whitst
the total inflation rate is an average vatue composed of al[
ofthese price changes.

Customer management system
CONSO+ Web - experience from
contin ued practicaI operation

More than 35 000 data requests of customers from poli-
tics, administration, business, science and the media and
of private users have been answered by the customer
management system CONSO+ WEB or transferred to a

reptying unit, since the pitot operation phase started.

For that goal there is a contact form which customers can

use to provide the information required for processing

thelr requests (www.destatis.delkontakt). This ensures
that media breaks are avoided and processing is done
effectively.

The pilot operation phase of CONSO+ Web in the Statisti-
cal lnformation Service and the microcensus was a period

of practicaltesting with the aim to adapt and improve the
software in compliance with the office's requirements.
Since early 2006 the consumer price statistics staff
members have also used CONSO+ Web as a standard
tool for processing requests and contributed experience
to the improvement of CONSO+ Web. We pursue the
goal to introduce the customer management system in

a[[ technicaI information units of the statisticaI office.

The units working with CONSO+ Web already now are no

longer faced with probtems such as diverging directories
or even paper files; atl staff members use a standard com-

munication system. This provides an optimaI basis for the
information requested to be supptied on schedule.

Federat Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006 75



"Topic of the month" -
an additionalservice provided by
the EDS European Data Service

The EDS European Data Service is the FederaI Statisticat
Office's information service for all questions concerning
official statistics of the European Union (EU). Since the
end of 2004 th is service has been offered free of charge on

a Europe-wide scale by 20 national statisticat offices,
which cooperate in a network coordinated by Eurostat, the
Statistical Office of the European Communities. ln 2006
the EDS team replied to more than 9000 requests for EU

statistics, which was more than one third of all requests
registered on the network. A major part of these requests
stemmed from enterprises (53.2 7d and educational
institutions (25.1'ö. Approximately every ninth question
referred to methodologicaI aspects of statistics.

Apart from processing user requests, a core function ofthe
EDS is to make the latest information avaitabte in a Euro-
pean internet portal of its own. Al[ of Eurostat's data,
pubtications and press releases are accessibte under
www.eds-destatis.de. Figures on tourism in Tuscany or su[-
phur dioxide emissions in Sweden - the bilingualwebsite
attows users to rapidty access more than 300 mitlion fig-
ures on the EU. ln 2006 a new heading was introduced:
the "topic ofthe month" presenting statistics and publica-

tions on topics of current interest such as e.g. the ctimate
change or minimum wages.

The EDS also makes a major contribution to the develop-
ment of new dissemination concepts at European levet. At
present, attention is centred on improving the user interfa-
ce of Eurostat's database. Eurostat is presently devetoping
innovative database applications, which witt enable users
to present data also in the form of maps and graphics in
future.

76 Federal StatisticaI Office, AnnuaI Report 2006



Present at political institutions in the
capital - the Bertin lnformation Point

Since 1999 the Federal Statisticat Office has maintained
the Bertin lnformation Point providing information servi-
ces in the German capitat. lt makes data and officiatstatis-
tics availabte to the government and partiament, federal
authorities and foreign representations, businessmen and
associations, scientists and researchers and to the pubtic

at large. The Berlin lnformation Point has instalted a ser-
vice bureau referred to as "Competence Centre for Statis-
tics", which is directly located at the German Partiament
Buitding and deals with requests from offices of members
of parliament, factions and scientific services and attends
to the work of the German Partiament with statistical
means. The service bureau annually answers more than
1 000 questions. ln addition, since 2006 it has contributed
data and facts to the dossiers the scientific services etabo-
rate on topics under discussion during the session weeks
and which are made available to a[[ members and emptoy-

ees of the Federal Parliament. The Bertin lnformation Point
organised a new round of information meetings on officiaI
German and European statistics for the factions of the
16th German Partiament newty constituted after the parlia-

mentary elections in 2005. Approximately 140 peopte

employed by the five factions participated in these meet-
ings. A large number of communications on new statisti-
cal pubtications concluded the activities of the Berlin
lnformation Point in 2006.

A particular hightight in the Bertin lnformation Point's
public retations activities was its involvement in the 6th
ambassadors' conference of the Foreign Office in earty
September 2006 attended by 226 chiefs ofGerman repre-
sentations abroad. At this conference the Berlin lnforma-
tion Point introduced itsetf with an information desk of its
own and had a large number of counselling interviews and
contacts with high-ranking potiticians and business repre-
sentatives. 0n the "Open Day ofthe Federal Government"
the FederalStatistical Office is traditionalty represented by

the Berlin lnformation Point as wetl.

Federal StatisticaI Office, AnnuaI Report 2006 t7
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lmproving the availability of
data for scientific analysis

The FederaI Statistical Office grants scientists priviteged

access on a legaI basis to officiaI microdata, i.e. to factua[-
ly anonymised data. These records referred to as "Scientif-
ic Use Files" stem from different surveys and are an

extremely interesting source of data with a high anatytical
potential for scientists.

ln 2006 the avaitabitity of scientific use files was improv-
ed, ln particular, by data of lhe 7999 retail trade statistics
survey, of Inheritance and gift tax statistics for survey year

2OO2 and of the 2004 microcensus. Other data stocks,
which are avaitabte as scientific use files, include the Ger-

man data of the 2000 European Continuing Vocational
Training Survey in Enterprises (CVTS2) and the results of
the ILO pilot survey 200312oo4. The data of the 2005
microcensus are now also accessibte for use at the guest

researcher's workplace or via contro[[ed remote data pro-

cessing in addition to the microcensus data for 1985 '
2004.

A special offer to students is a campus file of 1998 wage
and income tax statistics which the research data centres
of the statistical offices of the Federation and the federal
states have made availabte free of charge for download
under www.forschungsdatenzentrum.de. With the campus
file the research data centres provide, for the first time,
freely accessibte microdata from income tax statistics,
which enabte users to reproduce the taxation procedure

and to make simulations.

The research data centres of the statistical offices of the
Federation and the federal states will atso publish an

absotutely anonymised microdata fite (pubtic use file) of
the 7962163 income and consumption sample survey
(EVS) shortly. The backward development of the 7962163
sample survey (EVS) wi[[ improve the avaitability of histori-
cal microdata in official statistics. The data file contains
166 variables, providing information, in particular, about
the structure of househotds, the economic activity of the
head ofhousehold, the generation ofincome and the pos-

session of selected consumer durables.

Conferences and workshop.meet
with positive response

ln 2006 the Federal Statistical Office continued to hold a

number of meetings in order to intensify the exchange of
experience between data consumers and data producers

and to discuss the results of research activities.

On 1 1 and 1 2 May 2006 the Council for Social and Econom-

ic Data (RatSWD) together with the statistical offices of
the Federation and the federal states held a 3rd Conference

for Social and Economic Data. The core themes of the con-

ference attended by some 250 scientists included improve-
ments in the data infrastructure, empirical research and
poticy counselling as we[[ as possibilities to improve the
accessibitity and quality of data.

Since 2006 the RatSWD has used the Conference for Social
and Economic Data to give one outstanding representative
of empirical sociatand economic research an opportunityto
make the broad pubtic familiar with the results of his or her
research in a field which is important to the development of
society. The first one of the so-called "Von Schmolter lec-

tures", named after one of the founders of the association

Federal Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006



for sociaI poticy, which is today's society of German'

speaking economists, was held by Prof. Dr. Reinhard Huier

from the chair for statistics and econometrics of the Johann
Goethe University in Frankfort-on Main on the subiect
"Evaluation of the active labour market poticy in Germany:

the state of empiricaI research".

A workshop iointly organised by the Robert Koch lnstitute,
the Federal Statisticat Office and the research data centres

of the Federation and the federal states on "Basic data for
health research in Germany" was held in Berlin on 12 and

13 October 2006. The discussions of more than 100 partici-

pants from potitics, science and pubtic health focussed on

sublects such as health and old age, health and poverty

and health data by regions, including international compar-
isons. The Robert Koch lnstitute, the Heatth Monitoring
System of the Federation and the research data centres

of the statistical offices of the Federation and the federal

states presented their respective data supplies at a ioint
stand in the foyer ofthe meeting place.

0n 19 and 20 October 2006 the Federal Statistical office
held another user conference iointly with the Centre for Sur-

veys, Methods and Analyses (ZUMA). For the first time this
conference discussed possibilities of research using micro-

data from the income and consumption sample survey
(EVS). lt was mainly aimed to impart information about the

analytical potential and the future perspective use of EVS

microdata for scientific purposes.

il

ln view of the positive response it is ptanned to hold more

user conferences in regular intervals.
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Fairs - important cornerstones
of the Federal Statistical Office's
public relations

This year we broadly used our smart board, an interactive
prolection wall, at fairs for the first time. lt makes it easier
for us to advice people on how to access data and how to
find the information which is available ontine, especially
when talking to a larger pubtic. First of a[[ our interactive
charts such as the animated population pyramids have

turned into real "eye-catchers", bringing new interested
people to our exhibition stand.

Trade fairs, public fairs, and congresses - these possibiti-
ties were used by the Federal Statistical Office in 2006 to
establish contacts to interested public figures directly on
the spot. Far more than a miltion visitors came to see the-
se events. At the book fairs in Frankfort and Leipzig, two fairs which

are really public, we offer a very broad range of statistical
information. Here the Data Report is in high demand every
year. As lndia was the guest country ofthe Frankfort Book
Fair in 2006, we expticitly updated the ontine pubtication
containing lndia's country profite.

Trade fairs and congresses are mainly used to present sta-
tistics in line with the event's main subject, whereas at
public fairs we seek to establish direct contact to as many
citizens as possible. The goal is to show what happens
with the information that enterprises and househotds
hand over to officiaI statistics.

20 Federa I Statistica I Office, An n ua I Report 2006
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The annuateducation fair - this year in Hanover - is a self-
runner, because now as before schools and universities
need very much statistical information.

A fair with an exceptional position is Modern State in Ber-

[in, an important forum for experts from the Federation,
the federalstates and municipatities to exchange informa-
tion. Here the main concern is to present the Federal Statis-

ticaI Office as a modern service provider that uses innova-

tive Instruments for the production and dissemination of
statistlcs.

ln 2006 the FederaI Statisticat Office was represented at
14 events of that kind, at some fairs togetherwith statisti'
cal offices of one or several federaI states:

Trade Fair for Education and Training - Didacta (Hannover) *

CeBIT Public Sector Parc *

Leipzig Book Fair *

95th German Librarians' Convention (Dresden)

Hannover Fair *

Effi cient Government (Berlin)

Education and Training Fair (Wiesbaden)

Open Day at the Federal Ministries (Berlin)

Statistical Week (Dresden)

Frankfurt Book Fair *

Systems (Munich)

German Trade Congress (Berlin)

ConSozial (Nuremberg)

Modern Government (Bertin)

20 Feb 06 - 24FebO6

09 March 06 - 15 March 06

16 March 06 - 1.9 March 06

21 March 06 - 24 March 06

24 Aprit06 - 28 Aprit06

25 Aprit06 - 26 Aprit06

21 ,une 06 - 22 )une 06

26Aug06 -27 AugO6

18 Sep 06 - 21 Sep 06

04 Oct 06 - 08 Oct 06

23 Oct 06 - 27 Ocl06

30 Oct 06 - 31 Oct 05

08 Nov 06 - 09 Nov 06

28 Nov 06 - 29 Nov 06

* together with statistical office(s) of one or several federal states
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The Standard Cost Model makes
b u reaucracy m easu rable

The Federal Government wants to cut back red tape consis-
tentty. A programme "Reducing Bureaucracy and lmprov-
ing Legislation", which was adopted on 25 Apri[ 2005, is

imptemented under the controI of a committee of state
secretaries and a coordinating unit in the FederaI Chan-

cellery. A malor point is the introduction of the Standard
Cost Model. With this model it witt be possibte to replace
sublective assessments on bureaucratic burdens by ob-
jective measurements. The Federal Statistical Office has
been entrusted with the implementation of measurements
and analyses because of its methodological competence.

The Standard Cost ModeI is an internationa[[y recognised
method to quantify burdens in terms of tegatty induced
information and report obtigations. They include att kinds
of information which must be procured, held ready or
supptied to authorities or third parties, such as e.g. appti-
cations, forms and statistics. ln this context the focus is

not on the information duties as such, which are imposed
by the government. What is measured is the administra-
tive cost incurred in fulfitling these information duties. To

reduce this cost is what all interested parties have in mind.

wissen. nutzen.

A maior strength of the Standard Cost Model is the docu-
mentation of costs incurred in buitding and removing
bureaucracy. This method makes it possible to identify
disproportionately [arge burdens and determine the effi-
ciency of steps taken to reduce bureaucracy.

The Federal Statistical Office plays a decisive role in the
introduction of the Standard Cost ModeI in Germany. lt
participated in the elaboration of methods and approa-
ches, which were published in a manual describing the
rutes governing the implementation of the Standard Cost

Model in the Federat Administration.

The Federal Statistical Office's reaction to the politicat
requirements came promptly: A new work unit was set up,
which was fully operational at the two locations Bonn and
Wiesbaden as early as in late 2006.

An internet-based data entry mask, developed by the
FederaI Statistical Office for the registration of informa-
tion duties, was made available to the various depart-
ments and authorities. Last summer staffmembers of the
Federal Statistical Office together with colleagues from
the Federal Chancellery instructed more than 500 people
from federal ministries about the methodological issues
invotved. The measurement of the time spent annually on

information duties started in early 2007.

Federal Statisticat Office, AnnuaI Report 2006 23
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lnterview with Dr. Hans Bernhard Beus,
State Secretary at the Federal Chanceltery

Dr. Hans Bernhard Beus has been State Secretary at the Federal Chancellery since October 2006. From
79791o 2004 he worked atthe Federal Ministryof the lnterior, since 1993 as Director-General. ln 2004
he began to work at the Office of the Federal President. From lanuary to September 2006 he hetd the
position of State Secretary at the Federal Ministry of the lnterior.

Mr. Beus, why must bureaucracy first be measured before it is cut back?
Experience of the past has shown that law amendments, which are restricted to single activities, do not suffice to remove
excessive bureaucracy and reduce the financial burden involved forthe economy. A major obstacle in this context is the fact
that a method, which makes it possible to register the existing cost of bureaucracy in a reliable manner and to make a safe
prediction on the cost invotved in new legistation, has not existed in Germany so far.

That is why we are now dealing with the theme retated to the Standard Cost ModeI in a very systematic way. This model is used

to measure the cost accruing to the economy from the fulfitment of the information duties prescribed by the govern ment.

For a cost reduction to be meaningfuI and reproducible, one must know the causes and the distribution of the burdens
involved. The use of a standard measurement method to find out how much red tape costs allows us to trace and compare
the effects of atl changes in legal provisions. Furthermore, this measurement also enables us to set a red tape cost reduction
goaI and to supervise its achievement.

What is specific about the Standard Cost Mode[, which has now been introduced?
This measurement method was developed by practitioners in the Netherlands some years ago and has successfutly been

used by severaI European countries since then. A common network pooling the methods used ensures improvements and

the comparability of data between the member states of the European Union. The EU Commission's initiative to reduce

bureaucracy is also based on this model and it is activety supported by us in the context of the German Councit Presidency.

The Federal StatisticaI Office has been entrusted with the practical implementation of the Standard Cost Model. What was

the reason that our office was chosen?
What quatified the Federal Statistical Office for this government programme was the experience it has coltected over many
years conducting surveys among citizens and enterprises and the know-how it has in the fietd of statisticaI methodology. lts
recognised independent status, its contacts to industry and science and its direct access to other statistical databases and

analyses make the FederaI StatisticaI Office the ideal partner for the federal ministries to measure the cost of bureaucracy.
That is why your office is responsible for the consistent application of the methodology and the practical implementation of
the model and for the provision of advice to the departments concerned. This is a new and chatlenging task for the Federal

Statisticat Office and I am sure that the staff wilt fulfit it with commitment and competence.
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Census 2077 gains momentum

On 29 August 2006 the federaI cabinet adopted a general

decision about the Federal Repubtic of Germany's partici-
pation in the 2011 round of censuses bywayof a register-
based census. This was the starting signal for the statisticaI
offices ofthe Federation and the federal states to [aunch
the next phase of preparations for the future census,
which witt be one of the central projects of German official
statistics in the years to come.

Untike a conventional census of poputation, a register-
based census as the one planned no longer interviews al[
citizens, but makes use of a combination of registerevatu-
ations - above all, registers of residents and fites of
the Federal Employment Agency - and primary data from
statistical surveys. These surveys are conducted either
by mait as in the case of the census of buitdings and dwett-
ings, or by interview as in the case of the supplementary
sampte survey.

This change in methods will reduce the census burden on
citizens to a considerable extent. As far as the census of
buitdings and dwellings is concerned, it will reduce the
number of respondents by more than hatf - compared
with a conventional population census - because the
owners of the buildings orthe caretaking managers, rather
than the occupants of the dwellings, will be interviewed in
writing. Less than 10% of the population will be covered
by the survey for the collection of demographic and
em ployment statistics.

This makes it possible to achieve considerabte cost reduc-
tions compared with a conventionalcensus of population,
when hundreds of thousands of enumerators have to go

around knocking on a[[ doors. According to first estimates,
the register-based census mode[ elaborated by the statis-
tical offices of the Federation and the federal states will
account for iust about one third ofthe costs incurred by a

conventional census of population. Thus, the change in

methods wilI save the tax payer a lot of money.

For the next 2011 Europe-wide round of censuses the
Commission of the European Union has announced a

regulation on "EU-wide censuses of population and
housing". lt will obtige the member states to ensure that
the basic population figures submitted to the European
Union were cotlected in line with standard definitions.
This basic set of data is expected to agree largely with the
United Nations recommendations and inctude variables
from fietds such as demography, employment, labour and
education, household and famity and tiving conditions.
The choice of the method to be used for data coltection is

left to the member states.

What we need first of att to prepare the register-based
census in Germany is a comptete list of atl buitdings
containing housing space and other living quarters. We

must start the etaboration of the list of addresses and
buitdings in 2008. Forthat purpose official statistics need
to have a legal foundation. A census preparation bill
presented by the Federat Ministry of the lnterior in late
2006 is presentty under consideration. The finaI act
stiputating the register-based census is expected to enter
into force by tate 2008.
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Devetopment of econometric
projection methods for
employment accounts

The monthly labour market statistics survey newly intro-
duced in 2005 in tine with the standards of the lnterna-
tional Labour Organisation (lLO) has reduced the time lag
between reference month and publication date of the
latest results of employment accounts by more than
half. One of the means to avoid unacceptable losses of
accu racy wasthe introduction of mathematical-statisticat
projection methods. Apart from a source-based expert
assessment, they are used as another methodological
approach forthe determination of the latest emptoyment
data on a monthly basis and they make it possibte to pro-
ject important source statistics for expert assessments
covering the most recent data horizon. lt is planned to
supplement the presently used analyticaI methods
(so-called ARIMA projections), which are purely based on

time series, by econometric models to further im prove the
quatity of employment accounts.

The long-lasting high unemployment rate and the strongly
felt need for a reform of the German social system pose

a big challenge to poticy-makers, who are faced with
problems of economic and social policy and, above all,
labour market policy. As a major field of economic and
social policy the labour market is in the focus of the public.
A centra[ [abour market indicator is the number of employ-
ees pubtished on a monthly basis by the Federal Statisti-
cat Office as a result of employment accounts in the
context of nationaI accounts. The catcutation date was
laid down in a way that timeliness and accuracy require-
ments were equally taken into account.

26 FederaI Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006
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Small-area methods: New estimation
proced ures for sam pting

lmproving estimates by enlarging the basis of estimation
is the rationale of the small-area method. This can be

achieved by combining survey information with additionaI
information, which is available for the poputation or larger

sub-populations - for example, from registers.

The sma[[-area estimation methods, which are methodo-
logically very sophisticated, are to be used in the register-

based 201.1 census for the first time in official German

statistics. This wilt be done in the sample survey suppte-
menting the register evaluations in the 2011 census. This

sample survey is expected to identify wrong records or
missing data in the registers of residents and to collect
those individuaI census variables that are not availabte in

the registers. The use of the small-area method is to pro-

vide reliable results in a deep thematic breakdown, for
example, by smatt municipatities or town districts. The

new estimation methods are devetoped under a research
project in cooperation with scientists.

VAT and Taxpayer Panels provide new
options for analysis

ln 2006 the Federal Statistical Office coutd further strength-

en its position as an innovative information service provid-

er by developing a Taxpayer Panel on the basis of data

from the annual income tax statistics survey. ldentifiers
enable the data from the annuaI income tax statistics sur-

vey, centralty conducted since the assessment year 2001.,

to be tinked intertempora[[y. The panetso created is unique

in terms of size and quatity. The Taxpayer Panel makes it
possible, for instance, to analyse adiustment responses to
changes in tax legistation or other regulations and it is of
great importance for both political counselting and science.

So farwe have [inked the assessmentyears 2001 to 2003;
however we ptan to extend the panel on an annual basis.

First results presented during the Statisticat Week in
Dresden aroused the active interest ofscientists.

ln VAT statistics, too, we plan to make new analysis options
avaitable by tinking the data for severalyears.

To create a paneI of ]inked VAT statistics, we will start with
data for the reference years 2000 to 2004. Apart from

variables of VAT statistics such as turnover, industry,
legal form or regional key we plan to a]so use data from

the business register on employees who are subiect to
obligatory sociaI insurance payments.

FederaI StatisticaI Office, Annual Report 2006 27

The use of samples instead of complete surveys has two
decisive advantages: On the one hand, they relieve

respondents from part of the response burden and, on

the other hand, they reduce the costs of the survey. That

is why atl primary collections of official statistics, with a

few exceptions, are made by way of sampling. But sam-
pling may become problematic, when the resutts are to be

compiled in a deep regionaI orthematic breakdown, since

the ctassical estimation methods do not, as a rule, make

it possibte to achieve resu[ts, which are sufficientty reli-

able for very sma[[ reference groups. A methodological
alternative to the classical estimation methods is provid'
ed by the so-calted small-area methods developed in
recent years.
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Microcensus panel

The Federal Statisticat Office's "Microcensus" group in
cooperation with the Bertin Free University, the Centre for
Surveys, Methods and Analyses (ZUMA), Mannheim, and
the Research Data Centre ofstatisticaI offices ofthe federaI
states has conducted a prolect consisting in the process-
ing of the 1,996-7999 microcensuses as a panel sampte
survey. The project was financed by the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research and the German Research
Community (DFG).

Ihe 1996-7999 microcensus panel includes approximately
120 000 individuals or 55 000 househotds per survey date
and is made available to scientists as a factuatly anony-
mised set of data records. lnformation for a[[ survey dates
is available for approximatety 86 000 individuals. The the-
matic fietds covered by a catalogue of about 400 variabtes
include, among other things,

* demography,
ffi labour force participation, economic activity,

search for a job,
school education and vocational training,
educationat attainment,

ffi income, means of subsistence, reception of pubtic
transfer payments and

tffi the household and famity situation.

ln contrast to other pane[ surveys the [arge sample size of
the microcensus makes it possible to analyse even small
poputation groups.

Furthermore, as respondents are obliged to answer the
questions of the microcensus, the response rate of the
sample survey is high (about 97"k). fhat means that
systematic bias because of unit non-response is of minor
importance.

Permanent sample survey of
households on a voluntary basis -
new application cases

There have been more and more requests for information
on current issues of social and economic poticies to be
submitted at short notice. The permanent sample survey
of households on a votuntary basis is a tool that makes it
easier for official statisticians to repty to such questions
more promptly. A recent example was the survey of basic
demographic data on births "Births in Germany" in
autumn 2006.

What is the goal of the permanent sample survey? The
permanent sample survey consists ofa database ofhouse-
hotds, which, after participating in a microcensus, declared
their willingness to cooperate from time to time on a

votuntary basis in surveys of officiat statistics. Voluntary
surveys of that kind have much higher response rates
than conventional sample surveys, because households
have basica[[y agreed to participate in these surveys. Fur-

thermore, as some data items are already availabte from
the microcensus (for instance, the type of household or
economic activity), we can address individuats of a con-
crete group of interest and precisely extrapotate the
results achieved.

The survey "Births in Germany" is to supptement birth sta-
tistics by missing aspects such as the extent of chitdless-
ness and to test how meaningfuI some results of presently
available statistics are. For exampte, birth sequence figures
relate not to all chitdren born to a woman, but only to tho-
se born in the current marriage.

The survey's target group consisted of women in different
age groups, who were asked to provide information about
births and the birth sequence oftheir children and to de-

scribe their views and opinions on famity formation.
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The survey "Births in Germany" is a good example of the
amount of time and cost that can be saved by the use of
permanent sample surveys on a voluntary basis, which

contribute to a marked reduction ofthe response burden.
The interviewed women's positive reaction confirms that
this is a good approach. More surveys are in the pipeline
for 2007.

New PC software for seasonal
adjustment of economic time series

ln orderto assess a country's overal[ economic situation it
is very important to know the current trends of important
short-term business indicators (example: production
index in industry and construction). Looking at these indi-
cators over a specific period of time, we see that they are

very often affected by seasonal, calendar-related and

short-term factors, which make it rather difficutt to assess

the trends actuatly attributable to the short-term busi-
ness cycle. An indispensabte tool in these situations is a

seasonaI adjustment procedure, which enables us to
exctude disturbing effects from time series by means of
mathematicat-statisticaI methods.

Since the early 1970s the FederaI Statistical Office has

atso pubtished seasonalty adiusted results according to
what is referred to as Berlin Method in addition to the
ordinary time series of short-term business indicators.
Whitst in the past a mainframe computer was required
for seasonaI adjustments, efficient PC solutions are

available today. Using the current version 8V4.1 of the
Berlin method, the FederaI Statistical Office developed
PC software which by way of wetl-tried standard options
enabtes even users with tittte previous knowledge to
compile seasona[[y adlusted results of a high quatity.
The release version of the 8V4.1 software has been

availabte for download free of charge since earty 2006
www.destatis.de. The software is suitable for use on

Windows PCs and atlows users to analyse economic time
series of monthly and quarterly data. Programme control
is effected by way of a user-friendly graphical interface.

A graphics tool was integrated to visualise the results of
seasonaI adjustment.
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Web-based cartography
of statisticaI data
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lnteractive cartographic web applications are expedient
additions to what officiaI statistics most frequently pre-

sent as information in table form. A spatial retationship
used as a visualisation component enables users to quick-
ly get an idea of a statisticat survey's main subiect and
to identify spatiaI trends more easity. For exampte, the
spatiaI dlstribution of unemployment can be identified
much more quicklywith a thematic map than with presen-
tations in table form. ln addition, interactive capabitities
such as e.g. the use of different colours to hightight geo-

metries of certain vatues make sure that statistics can be
analysed and interpreted more easily. Since 2004 the sta-
tistical offices of the Federation and the federal states
have operated an Online Attas of RegionaI Statistics, pro-

viding interactive cartographic information on the web
(www.statisti k' porta l.d e/Statisti k- Po rta t). At present it in-
cludes more than 250 interactive thematic maps from 16
different subject-matter fields of officiaI statistics.

ln order to give customers access to the broad variety of
available statistical information and sim ulta neousty grant
them a high measure of ftexibitity regarding the layout of
maps in terms of colour and classification, the Federal

Statistical Office set up a modern Web GIS lnfrastructure
in 2006, which is to be used for atl maps offered on the
internet in the future. The essentiaI component of this
newly created Web GIS lnfrastructure is an lnternet Map
Server (lMS), which produces the maps and makes them
available to the user via a web application. The first inter-
net application to use the so-called IMS technotogy will
be available in early 2007;it is an application forthe visu-
alisation of externaI trade statistics. A combination of
maps and tables wi[[ show Germany's external trade with
al[ partner countries. The user witt be abte to generate,
among other things, maps displaying exports and
imports of different goods by country of origin as wetl as
balance oftrade data and growth rates.

Federa I Statistical office, An n ual Report 2006



SAS competence centre set up

"According to provisional data new orders in the industry
registered a price and seasonalty adjusted 2.5 % decline
in September compared with the previous month."
"According to a communication of the Federat Statistical
Office the prices for mobile phone ca[[s in October 2006
were 8.8 o/o down on the October 2005 [evet." "Today the
working-age population of 20 to 64 years includes some

50 mittion people. By 2050 that number wil[ decrease by
22o/o ot 29% - depending on the extent of immigration."
Have you ever wondered how such information, which you

receive from the Federal Statistical Office, is produced?

A subject-matter statistician is needed to convert basic
data into relevant information. He or she must have effi-
cient tools for that lob. For approximately seven years,

apart from other products, the SAS software has been

used by the Federal Statistical Office. A competence
centre has gradually been set up in the division "lT
User Service, StatisticaI and Geo lnformation Systems"
in order to exploit the large potential of this software
as an all-purpose tool for anatysis. A team of 10 experts
makes sure that the SAS evaluation system is perma-

nently avaitable, that it is brought in line with growing
needs and, above all, that users are comprehensively
supported in their activities.

Federal Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006

Let's have a peep behind the scenes: "Can a hierarchicatty

structured materiaI be read in for evaluation?" - "What is
the best method to determine the [argest vatue contribut-
ing to a given table element?" - "ls it possible to save
storage space by smart structuring?" - "Can regression
analysis be used to estimate values, which have not yet
been delivered, for an advance publication?" - "What
must I do to draft the sequence of operations for comptex
analysis?" These are the questions which are quickty an-

swered by the experts of the competence centre. The

team of SAS specialists is ready to answer questions
about the functionality of a specific procedure, to find
problem sotutions in error cases and to provide support
for the elaboration of complex workflow concepts.

Training courses and thematic workshops as wet[ as lntra-
net sites specifically made to provide SAS support are

additionaI modules of know-how transfer.

I
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Scientific colloquium 2006 and
Gerhard Fürst Award

Since 1.992 the Federal Statistical Office in cooperation
with the German Statisticat Society has held a scientific
colloquium, taking place in late November every year,

which has become a forum for dialogue between officiat
statisticians and their most important user groups from
science, business, potitics, administration and associa-
tions.

The subject of the scientific colloquium 2006, hetd in
Wiesbaden on 23 and 24 November 2006, was "Training
for practice? - Statistics study in economic sciences".
Experts from science, administration, associations,
politics and officiaI statistics discussed the various possi-
bitities for "Statistics" to become a more attractive and
more practice-oriented field of study in the context of uni-
versity education in economic sciences. A panel discus-
sion on future statistics education concluded the cotlo-
quium.

The first day of the cotloquium ended traditionatty with
the Gerhard Fürst Award ceremony of the Federal Statisti-
caI Office. This annual award is assigned to outstanding
scientific papers dealing with officiat statistics. Professor
Brachin ger from Frei burg University (Switzerla nd), chair-
man ofthe independent board ofexperts, held the [auda-
tions and Mr. Radermachet the then Vice-President of the
Federat Statistical Office, handed the certificates over to
award winners of 2006. The prize winner in the category
"Diploma and master's theses" was a study of "Female

employment in a household context - Comparing results
on the norma[, actual and desired time of workwith data
from the 2OOll2OO2 time budget survey on the basis of
the collective model". The Gerhard Fürst Award is as-

signed to outstanding scientific papers, which either deal
with theoretic themes closely related to the functions
of officiat statistics or examine empirical problems by

Staiistis(lles Biln(losaml

Then Vice-President Radermacher (teft), Prof. Ronning
(2"0 from the left) and Prof. Brachinger (right) with the
prize winners ofthe Gerhard Fürst Award 2006

relying intensivety on data of official statistics. Two spon-
sorship awards were also granted in 2006 apart from the
Gerhard Fürst Award. The sponsorship award in the cate-
gory "Dissertations" was granted to a scientific treatise
on the subject "The effects of data-modifying anonymisa-
tion procedures on microdata analysis". The prize-winner
among the diptoma theses was an elaboration on "lndivid-
ual determinants of the retirement age: An empirical
analysis of transitions into retirement on the basis of the
scientific use file Newly Retired lnsurants 2004".
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Dr. Wotfgang Schäuble MB Federal
Minister of the lnterior, paid working
visit to the Federal Statistical Office

0n 31 March 2005 Dr. Wolfgang Schäuble, Federal Minis-
ter of the lnterior, paid a second working visit to the
FederalStatistical Office. ln 1989 he had visited our office
for the first time. This time he was received by an informa-
tion service provider pursuing the goal to become the
teading supplier of high-quatity statistical information in

Germany. Three themes were particularty interesting in
this connection:

Dr. Schäuble was impressed by the variety of the Federal

StatisticaI Office's services and encouraged the office to
offer these services even more offensively. Referring to
what official statisticians contributed to debureaucratisa-
tion, he said they could be proud ofwhat had been done

over the last 15 years in order to become a modern

information service provider. The Federal Minister of the
lnterior also endorsed the concept of a register-based

census, etaborated by the statistical offices ofthe Federa-

tion and the federal states for the 20701201'7 poputation
census. Speaking with board managers of the General

Employee Committee, Dr. Schäuble, FederaI Minister of
the lnterior, discussed possibte solutions, which would
be socialty acceptable in situations such as the discontin-
uation of operating processes due to the use of new

information technologies or the outsourcing of opera-

tions into central administration and lT service points.

Statistics and debureaucratisation,
Roads towards increasing the efficiency of officiat
statistics (master plan for the reform of officlal
statlstics, eSTATI STI K.core, opti m ised coo peration

with the statistical offices ofthe federaI states),
Register-based census in 201.1..

New chief officer

As it turned out, the working visit was not the last occasion for statisticians to meet

their supreme emptoyer in this year: On 9 October 2006 Johann Hahten, President of
the FederaI StatisticaI Office, received his letter of appointment as a state secretary

at the FederaI Ministry of the lnterior from Dr. Wotfgang Schäuble, Federal Minister of
the lnterior. .lohann Hahlen took over state secretary Dr. Hans Bernhard Beus's scope

of responsibilities who had gone to the Federal Chancellery on 1 October 2006 (see

interview on page 24). State secretaryJohann Hahlen is now responsible forsix
divisions, "Fundamentats", "Pubtic Service", "ConstitutionaI and Administrative
Law", "Sport", "Modernisation of Administration" and the "Central Division".

His successor, the formervice-president Walter Radermacher, was appointed as President of the FederaI Statisticat Office

as from 22 December 2006. To celebrate his appointment as the new chief officer, the FederaI Minister of the lnterior
invited public figures into the FederaIstatistical Office's cafeteria. The invitation was accepted by many well-known
personages from administration, science and official statistics.

FederalStatistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006 33

Federat Minister ofthe lnterior Dr. Schäuble
(centre) with State Secretary Hahlen (right)
and President Radermacher (teft)
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Modernising
officiaI statistics
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StatisticaI Advisory Com m ittee
recommends reduction of the
response burden

At its 53rd meeting hetd in Wiesbaden on 21 June 2006
the Statistical Advisory Committee - an organisation
installed by the Federal Statistics Law, uniting users,
respondents and producers offederaI statistics - corrob-
orated its recommendations concerning the further
development of federal statistics in the German Parlia-
ment's 16th tegislative period.

ln this context the Statisticat Advisory Committee made
the fotlowing statement in a press retease:

Officia t statistics are ind ispensable as a pillar of our coun-
try's i nformation i nfrastructure. OfficiaI statlstics su p ply

information, which is required for political and economic
decisions, administrative activities, and scientific analy-
sis and for the orientation of citizens. That is why high-
quality officiat statistics are an important advantage of a
given location and strongly contribute to Germany's inter-
nationaI competitiveness.

The StatisticaI Advisory Committee argues for Germany's
participation in the EU-wide round of censuses planned

for 2O1,Ol2011with a register-based census supplement-
ed by sampling. A register-based census is much less
burdensome and more cost-effective than a conventionaI
population census. A register-based census, supplement-
ed by a postat survey of house owners/caretakers and by

some additional sampling, provides reliable results.

wissen.nutzen,

ln order to take appropriate account of socio-economic
changes, statistics need to be continuously adapted to
new phenomena. The positive examples, which the Statis-
ticaI Advisory Committee mentioned, include, in particu-
lar, the extended coverage of the statistical survey on

child day care, the revision of the wage statistics systems,
the changes in financiaI statistics and the introduction of
producer price indices for the services sector.

Supporting the idea of close cooperation between sci-
ence and statistics, the Statistical Advisory Committee
claims that the activities of the statistical offices' re-

search data centres shoutd be conducted on a permanent
basis.

ln order to reduce the response burden, the Statistical
Advisory Committee recommends that att technological
possibilities to simptify surveys shoutd futty be exptoited.
For a number ofyears online surveys have been one ofthe
tools frequently used in official statistics; the possibitity
of sending the information requested via the internet is

avaitable, in particutar, to the respondents of all of the 27
internet-capable central surveys. From 2007 on more
than 40 statistical surveys witl be added to the country-
wide list of online surveys. Since the end of 2005 the
response burden on enterprises has more and more been
reduced by the availability of a software module enabting
enterprises to extract statistical data from their business
accounting systems and to transfer this data electronica[-
ly to a common raw data entry of the statistical offices
(eSTATISTI K.core).
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One hour per month
for statistical purposes

German enterprises covered by surveys of officiat statis-
tics on average spend one hour per month for this pur-
pose. This was the result of a study made by the German

lnstitute for Economic Research (DlW Bertin) and pub-

tished in Juty 2006 on "The importance of the response
burden on the economy by officiat statistics", according
to which the response burden of officiaI statistics is "felt"
bigger than it actually is.

On behatf of the Federal Ministry for Economy and
Technology the DIW made a representative survey of
approximately 75 000 enterprises to determine the
response burden caused by officiat statistics. 85olo of
nearty 3.5 miltion enterprises in Germany were not
covered by any surveys of the statistical offices in the
reference year 2004. ln order to determine the time that
the remaining 75o/o of enterprises in Germany needed
for officiaI statistics, the results of the DIW survey were
extrapolated to the total population of approximately
528 500 respondents obtiged to present statistical
data. As it turned out, an enterprise which is obtiged to
present statistical data, on average, spent approximately
64 minutes per month for statisticaI purposes.

However enterprises, legatly obtiged to present statistical
data, were exposed to very different strains depending on

size and industry. For example, enterprises with up to
nine emptoyees had an average response burden of half
an hour per month. ln contrast, large enterprises with 500
employees and more on average needed ten hours per

month. Enterprises in the manufacturing industry spent
an average of three hours per month, which exceeds the
overall economic average by more than two hours. By far
the largest response burden was caused by statistics on

externaI trade transactions with states of the European
Union (lntra-trade statistics): They accounted for more
than 4Oo/o ofthe entire statistical response burden.

However, the DIW study did not reftect some important
steps undertaken in the meantime to relieve the burden
on respondents. For example, as of 1 January 2005 the
declaration threshold of lntra-trade statistics was raised
from 200 000 euro to 300 000 euro per direction oftrade
and year. That means: Enterprises continue to be subiect
to the reporting obligation onty if their import or export
transactions in the EU are worth more than 300 000 euro.
As a resutt, some L5 800 enterprises were released from

the obtigation to present lntra-trade statistics. Another
development that could not be considered by the DIW

study was the adoption in earty ,lune 2006 of the first
"Small Businesses Burden Reduction Law", benefiting,
first of atl, respondents, i.e. enterprises in the manufac-
turing industry. Officiatstatisticians use the results of this
study to identify further potential for cutting response
burdens.

Federal StatisticaI Office, Annual Report 2006
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Interview with Professor Dr. Reiner Stäglin,
German lnstitute for Economic Research

From 7962 to 2004 Professor Dr. Reiner Stäglin was employed by the German lnstitute for Economic
Research (DlW Bertin). He was president and vice-president ofthe lnternational lnput-OutputAssociation
frcm 7992 to 2000 and chairman ofthe German Statistical Society from October 2000 to September 2004.
He has been an honorary professor or assistant lecturer at different universities for more than 30 years
and from 1989 to 2004 he was a member of the Statistical Advisory Committee. ln March 2006 he was
awarded the Federal Cross of Merit appreciating his committed work of great merit for official statistics
within the country and abroad.

Prof. Stäglin, in 2003 the FederaI Ministry for Economy and Technology (BMWi) requested the German lnstitute for Eco-

nomic Research (DlW Berlin) to undertake a study concerning "The importance ofthe response burden on the economy
by official statistics". What were the reasons for the study?
There is a never ending discussion in potitics and society that excessive government bureaucracy is a burden on the
economy. Even the [arge coalition government has declared the reduction of superfluous bureaucracy as one of its potiticat
obiectives. ln this context officiat statistics tend to be regarded as bureaucratic burdens without any differentiation and

claims are made that the economy should continuously be relieved from obtigatory statisticaI reports. ln so doing, one
frequently equates any kind of reporting obtigation vis-ä-vis official and non-official recipients with statistics. The study of
DIW Bertin was expected to obiectify the discussion.

What were the concrete tasks ofthe DIW response burden study?
The DIW response burden study was aimed to provide objective and quantitative information about the amount of time
actuatly spent by enterprises in Germany on official statistical surveys. ln order to identify possibte ways of reducing the
response burden and improving statistical surveys, the studywas also expected to find outthe causes ofa possibty high

response burden and to examine the response burden of officiat statistics in relationship to the time required for other
legally prescribed reports and deliveries of information. Another goatwas to introduce the benefit aspect of officialstatistics
into the hitherto one-sided cost- or pressure-related discussion.

What important results did the study achieve regarding the economy in total?
The study, conducted in 2004 and supported by the statistical offices, which covered atl ofthat year's 74 official statisticaI
surveys, has shown that just 15 % of the approximatety 3.5 mittion enterprises in Germany were obliged to present officiaI
statistics and that an enterprise on average needed approximatety 1.2.7 hours for statisticaI purposes in 2004. However, the
results ofthe study also show that a respondent's statisticaI burden mayvary greatly depending on an enterprise's size, the
economic sector, to which an enterprise belongs, and the concrete statistical survey. lntra-trade statistics requiring more

than 4Oo/o of the entire time spent by an enterprise on statisticaI obtigations are the largest strain factor among surveys
cottecting official statistics. The totaI costs incurred by enterprises fulfitting reporting obtigations vis-ä-vis officiaI statistics
amounted to some 230 million euro in 2004.
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How should we assess the time that enterprises, which are obliged to present official statistics, spent on statisticat
obligations in relationship to selected bureaucratic information duties?
A supplementary survey conducted by DIW Bertin among enterprises which had agreed to provide the requested informa-
tion showed that the registration and transfer or the certification of information concerning human resources, taxation and
accounting or relating to production and performance accounted for 27 to 33"/" of an enterprise's entire response burden.
Less than 9o/o of a respondent's entire bureaucratic load were caused by the futfitment of officiat statisticaI obtigations.

Do you still see scope for further reducing the response burden of certain enterprises?
The results of the study are empirical proof of the fact that the system of officiaI statistics in an overal[ economic context is

not the main culprit of the response burden - an allegation frequently made in public discussions. As a consequence, this
means that even a drastic reduction of statistical obtigations - a claim occasionally made by some people - would not lead
to a fast and broadty felt relief in terms of reduced bureaucratic loads. Nevertheless, many smal[ and very sma[[ enterprises
cannot use the advantages ofcost digression, as [arge enterprises can, and groan when they have to supply information for
severaI statistical reports. For a fair and .iust treatment of such cases it seems extremely necessary to distribute the response
burden more evenly.
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The reform of enterprise statistics
and the law on the reduction of
b ureaucratic restraints

The project "Reform of Enterprise Statistics" was initiated
by officiaI statisticians reacting to the challenges faced by
modern enterprise statistics in an information society.

The proiect - an important module of the so-called
"Master plan for the reform of official statistics" - pro-
vides for a profound review ofthe present enterprise sta-
tistics system and its adaptation to current requirements.

The reform aims to develop a consistent system of enter-
prise statistics, providing results of a sufficiently detailed
thematic and regionaI breakdown bythe scheduted dead-
line, closing possibly existing gaps in the data and main-
taining or, if possibte, even improving data quality. ln

order to achieve these aims, the reform must be geared
towards cost-effective data production as required,
taking into account the potiticat target that bureaucracy
as wetl as the statistical response burden on enterprises
should be reduced.

To begin with, we examined the extent, to which the
response burden on enterprises coutd be reduced (reduc-

tion of the number of statisticaI units and variabtes)
without perceptibty worsening the quality of statistical
information. The proposals elaborated on this basis were
presented to a workshop and discussed by a representa-
tive group of users in tate 2005. Significant reductions
were achieved for short-term business statistics in manu-
facturing industries and construction. ln the meantime
these reductions have found their way into the first
"Small Businesses Burden Reduction Law" (Law on the
reduction of bureaucratic restraints, in particular, at
sma[[-sized businesses). ln future the monthty report

Federat Statistica t office, An n ua I Report 2006

in the manufacturing industry, for example, witl only
cover locaI units with at least 50 employees, so far it
has covered atl estabtishments of enterprises with at
teast 20 emptoyees. This means that 25 000 of presently
48 000 estabtishments will be relieved from the obtiga-
tion to present monthty reports; from the reference year
2007 on they witt only be interviewed on an annual basis
and according to a reduced questionnaire.

This enabtes statistical offices to win free capacities for
the examination of economic sectors, which have inade-
quatety been mapped so far, and to meet new require-
ments. However, the reduction ofthe response burden on

enterprises is just one ofthe goats pursued by the reform
project.
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The other guidetines for the devetopment of a modern

system of enterprise statistics are as fotlows:

To improve the coherence and
consistency of the total system,
To improve the database on the services sector,
To restrict primary surveys to what is
absolutety necessary (by increasing the
use of administrative data),
To introduce more efficient production processes
(improving the cost-effectiveness of processes) using
the possibilities of modern technologies (shared

data collection on the internet, e.STAT|STlK.core),

To strengthen the system's output orientation by the
combined use of atI available data sources (mix of
m eth od s),
To optimise the various quatity criteria from a user's
point of view.

A working group of the statistical offices wilI elaborate the
overatl concept inctuding a conversion plan by the end of
2009 and submit it to the responsible bodies of federal
statistics for approval. The imptementation of the enter-
prise statistics reform is to be completed by 2011.

Progress achieved with further
"Master Plan" proiects

The "Master Plan for the Reform of Official Statistics" of
February 2003 is a strategic programme, adopted by the

statisticaI offices ofthe Federation and the federaI states

to manage their common modernisation activities.

Another important component of the Master Plan, in addi-

tion to the reform of enterprise statistics, is the "Optimised
Cooperation" proiect. The underlying idea of optimised
cooperation is that a statistical office, which processes

statistical surveys, acts as a centraI unit performing certain

tasks for other offices, which will lead to a fundamentat

change in cooperation, in particutar in the lT sector.

ln 2005 the Federal Statistics Law was supptemented by a

new article 3a, which provided the tegal basis for this new

form of shared labour for the statistical offices of the
Federation and the federal states.

A general agreement concerning articte 3a of the Federal

Statistics Law came into effect in Aprit 2006, stiputating
that any kind of work shoutd be done as efficientty as pos-

sible: ln order to achieve the desired division of [abour, the

work processes ofstatisticaI offices are to be standardised

as far as possible. Elements of competition will be intro-

duced, so that cost advantages can be used more

effectively and additional incentives are created for
cost reductions. The Guiding Committee on "Optimised
Cooperation" takes decisions about statistical activities
planned in the context of the mentioned general

agreement and performs the award procedure. First
proiects have atready been awarded in fietds such as

vocational training statistics, transport statistics and

environmental statistics,

Optimised cooperation is to contribute to increased

efficiency and higher profitability of official statistics in a

federaI system.
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The new Earnings Statistics Law -
more response and fewer burdens

Data on earnings and the cost of labour is indispensabte
for business cycle and monetary politics and for socio-
potitical and labour market analysis. The otd wage sta-
tistics law adopted in 7957, on which surveys of labour
costs and earnings were based, was no longer up-to-date.

Quite a few data items were missing, in particular data
on earnings in the services sector and of part-time work-
ers. The otd wage statistics law was superseded by a

new Earnings and Labour Cost Statistics Law (Verdienst-

statistikgesetz - VerdStatG), which came into effect on
1 January 2007. The Earnings Statistics Law reduces the
response burden on businesses and adapts data collec-
tions on earnings and labour costs to current statistical
requirements.

The continuous earnings survey of industry, trade and
financiaI intermediation, which presently cotlects data for
January, Aprit, Juty and October of a year, will be convert-
ed into a realquarterly survey. The new quarterly earnings
survey will be extended to include nearty all kinds of
services, with the sample size remaining unchanged.
No distinction will be made any longer between workers
and commerciaI or technicaI clerks and performance
group specifications will be reduced. lnstead, the survey
will include part-time workers, who so far have not been
covered. The survey will cover the hours worked by atl
employees, not iust those worked by workers, and also
record special payments. We wilt benefit from a lot of
additionat information. AnnuaI results wit[ be calculated
on the basis of quarterly results. That means that we can
do without the annuaI survey of gross earnings, presently
collecting data from 40 000 locaI units.

The annual earnings survey in the crafts sector is dispens-
ed with as we[t. This allows another 27 000 local units to
be exempted from the respective statistical obligation.

The earnings surveys in agriculture, which so far have
been conducted on an annual basis, will in future take
ptace onty every four years, results for intermediate years

witl be estimated.

The structure of earnings and labour costs surveys,
which in accordance with the regulations of the Euro-
pean Union are carried out once in several years, wil[ be

extended so that they witl cover atmost the entire econ-
omy. Apart from a more equal distribution of reporting
obligations, a strong decrease in the number of survey
variabtes wil[ reduce the response burden on businesses.
Almost hatf of alt survey variabtes will be excluded from
the [abour costs survey and about one quarter from the
structure of earnings survey.

The idea behind the revision ofthe earnings statistics law
is that surveys should be conducted onty if the required
data items cannot be obtained from other sources in suffi-
ciently good quality. ln order to improve the availability of
data, survey results witl be supplemented by data from
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other sources or by results of computations. Another
important effort to reduce the response burden on busi-
nesses was made with the country-wide introduction of
eSTATlSTlK.core, a system of automated data capture
extracting the data for all earnings and labour costs sur-
veys from businesses'accounting systems. The respective
software modules enabte respondents to compile their
earnings survey data by simpty pushing a button and to
send that information to the statistical offices without
media breaks. An online questionnaire (IDEV -internet
shared data collection) is also available as an alternative
for the quarterty earnings survey.

Which are the products for the
future? - Strategy and work
program me are closely interretated

An annually pubtished Strategy and Programme Plan

documents the FederaI Statistical Office's [ong-term
goals and the progress achieved on the road towards
becoming the leading provider of high-quatity statistical
information in Germany. lts first part describes the
Federal Statistical Office, its legaI foundations and its
ptace in the German and European statistical system.
Part 2 contains the Federal Statistical Office's strategic
goals for 2004 - 2008, referred to as "fit 2008". Part 3

describes the work programme for 2006 - 2070, broken
down by product ctasses. The 2006 - 2010 issue is the
first one to show not onty the products, but also the costs
incurred. As a participant of "Product Budget", a pilot
project of the Federal Ministry of Finance, the Federal
StatisticaI Office has developed a welt performing
system of cost and results accounting in the meantime. lt
measures the resources spent on a product ctass. lt
shows, for instance, how much the product class Price

Statistics costs. The combination of programme and
resource planning makes sure that the scarce resources
available are allocated to those projects that give a maxi-
mum of utitity.

With the Strategy and Programme Plan we wish not only
to describe those activities ofthe Federal StatisticaI Office
that are visible to an external observer such as the pro-

duction and dissemination of statistics, but also give an

insight into the office's internaI operations.
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Newty pubtished quality standards of
official statistics now available

A strong point of official statistics is the high quatity of
pubtished data. Neutrality, obiectiveness and scientific
independence are the principles to which official statis-
tics are particularly committed. This also includes trans-
parency regarding the way the data was generated and
possibte circumstances to be considered in the interpre-
tation of data. The brochure "The quatity standards
of official statistics", edition 2005, published by the
statistical offices of the Federation and the federal
states describes the methods presently used by officiat
statisticians, thus making an important contribution to
achieving this goat.

The brochure addresses users of official statistics, con-
tracting authorities and respondents alike. For example,
the reader finds answers to questions such as "What
data sources are used by official statistics?", "How are

the questionnaires of officiat statistics developed and
tested?" or "What approaches to data processing are

used?"

For the achieved [eve[ of quatity to be maintained or even

improved in the future, the statistical offices have adopted
standards to be observed by att statistical surveys. These

standards are based on the European Statistics Code of
Practice promulgated by the European Commission in

2005.

The quality standards supplement the quatity reports,
which the Federal Statistical Office has published for att

statistical surveys on federal [eve[ since 2005. The quati-

ty reports describe the quatity of individual statistical sur-
veys, for example, with respect to the accuracy of resutts.

Federal Statistical Office expands
systematic pre-tests of questionnaires

ln 2006 a European manual was pubtished, which gave

recommendations on the methods to be used when
designing and testing questionnaires. lt more precisely
specified the general stipulations ofthe European Statis-
tics Code of Practice regarding systematic pre-tests and
was seen by the Federal Statistical Office as a basis for
continued development of pre-tests and tests of ques-

tionnaires. A pre-test laboratory, which is indispensable,
in particutar, for cognitive interviews, was set up in 2006.

The pre-test [aboratory and the test procedures, which
were introduced systematicatly, enabled us not only to
take account of the required quality standards when
designing and testing questionnaires in comptiance with
the Code of Practice. They also had a positive influence on

the entire process of data compilations: lnterviewers and
respondents receive a more comprehensible question-
naire, collected data items are more vatid, more reliable
and more plausible.
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The information and knowledge
management system now available
to all statistical offices in Germany
as a joint-use facility

StaNet portal is based on the Federal Statistical Office's

loint editorial system, which in addition to the contents
of StaNet portal also manages the contents of the intra-
net and the Federal Statistical Office's internet website
destatis.de. The editorial system enables our editors to
work with fult lT support. The information and knowledge
management system provides a personalised communi-
cation and work environment, which supports att kinds
of business transactions with comprehensive and quickty
accessible information.

1r

Ergebnis

The Federal StatisticalOffice is innovative not onty in the
sense of devetoping new products for its customers. Atso
internally it makes use of technical modernisations and
associated conceptuaI an d orga n isationa I im provem ents
in order to raise the efficiency of statistical production.
For exampte, the StaNet portal, which is available on the
statistical offices' intranet (StaNet), provides important
support, enabling the statistical offices cooperating in a

federaI system to better cope with their statisticaI obliga-
tions. As a knowledge portal on survey methodology of
the Federation's and the federaI states' statisticaI offices
it ensures among other things that alt interested parties
have access to the latest versions of the same methodo-
logical and other auxiliary documents that are needed
for the elaboration of statistics.
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Emptoyment statistics
compited online

Since 1975 the Federal Employment Agency has supplied
the Federal Statistical Office on a quarterly basis with
anonymised individuat data from joint social insurance
reports on emptoyees, who are subject to social insuran-
ce contributions. At present, the approximately 27 mittion
records of employment statistics are stored, processed,

evaluated and publicised by both the Federal Emptoy-
ment Agency and the statistical offices. ln the future a

data warehouse, which is to include atl labour market
statistics processed by the FederaI Employment Agency,
will enabte the statisticaI offices of the Federation and
the federaI states to access this database in a protected
mode. lt will make the statisticaI data stored there
available in the form of smallest aggregates (in regionaI
terms down to municipaI leve[).

For the first time the performance and capacity of the data-
base (MOLAP system) will be good enough for the very
comprehensive data stock of emptoyment statistics to be

evaluated ftexibty and effectively, ensuring a user-friendly
way of accessing the data items. The database, which witt
be available to the statistical offices ofthe Federation and
the federal states for evatuations, will be the same as the
one used by the Labour Agency's statistics units. This will
facilitate harmonisation and make the results more consis-

tent and coherent.

As far as processing capabilities of secondary data are

concerned, online access to the MOLAP system witl yietd

enormous gains in terms of timetiness and profitability
together with considerable cost reductions in the fietd of
labour market statistics.
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Evaluation of the Federation's Health
Mon itoring I nformation System

ln spring 2006 two external firms on behalf of the
Federal Statistical Office evaluated the new version of
the Federation's Heatth Monitoring lnformation System
(www.gbe-bund.de). They examined the extent to which
the contents ofthe information system and their presenta-

tion corresponded with the expectations of users. With
that evaluation the Federal Statistical Office has broken
new ground. Here is an excerpt from the manifold results
obtained: The majority of interviewed respondents use the
online health monitoring information system out of profes-

sional interest or for private reasons for educational and
training purposes. A clear malority of users assess the
offered topics as im portant or very im portant. Hatf of inter-
viewed users said they were missing data or information,
in most cases details on diseases and therapies as well as

on costs and services of public health. Other features that
shoutd stitt be improved were the system's user-friendli-
ness and ctarity as well as the use of key words for data
retrieva[.

It was stressed that improvements compared to the former
website consisted, first of all, in the clear and appealing
optical design and rapid accessibility of the data and
information sought after. ln the next few months it witt be

necessary to implement the numerous suggestions for
improvement.
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Staff member award 2006

A prize for innovative strategies and devetopments was
awarded for the second time to staff members of the
Federal Statistical Office in 2006. Two work teams con-
sisting of staff from severaI divisions and deating with
topics such as "How to better understand price statistics"
and "IDEV - internet shared data coltection" bore the
palm in a competition organised in the context of the
office's internal employee suggestion system for new or
better services and activities improving the reputation of
the Federal Statisticat Office. Since the jury consisting of
Statisticat Advisory CounciI members did not want to
further distinguish between the two teams, two cups were
handed out by .lohann Hahlen, the then President of the
FederaI StatisticaI Office, on the occasion ofthe Statisti-
calAdvisory Councit's annuaI meeting in June 2006.

Price statisticians were awarded a prize for their newly
developed tools aimed to improve the pubtic perception of
consumer price statistics and explain the functioning of
price statistics in a generatly understandable way. A major
point to be clarified was the discrepancy between publicty
perceived and actua[[y measured inflation. This was mainly
achieved by the use ofthe online index calcutator and the
pubtication of a booktet "ln focus: Prices in Germany".
Both products are also available in English.

The work team "IDEV - internet shared data cottection"
was awarded the 2006 staff member prize for the
implementation of an automated data flow between
respondents and statistical offices via the internet. lt
enables respondents to either make directty use of elec-
tronic online questionnaires or to maiI the files. IDEV also
provides various support functions, which reduce the
response burden, and makes it possibte for the statisticaI
office to contact respondents interactivety.

Federal StatisticalOffice set new
in-house training priorities in 2006

Changes in framework conditions and new objectives keep

making high demands on the entire staff of the Federal

Statistical Office. With in-house advanced training the
Federal StatisticaI Office attempts to maintain and pro-

mote the staffs performance and learning potentials at
al[ levels with respect to their technical and management
competences.

Advanced training courses on information technology are,

of course, of particular importance to one of Germany's
largest information providers. What we increasingty wit-
ness at present is a shift of the main emphasis from pure
"lT courses" to "Advanced training on statisticat subjects
using lT". Many basic and advanced courses were held as

early as in 2006 on topics such as "Statistical Analysis
System", "Joint New Statistical lnformation System",
"Specification of Statisticat Tables" and "Ptausibitity
Checks".

ln order to further improve management and leadership
skills, we made sure that the coaching activities, which
were introduced in 2005 for chiefs of divisions, as wel[ as

the team training courses for organisationaI units were
carried on in 2006. Many workshops on communication
and conflict resolution, on team buitding and leadership
themes were offered to our newly recruited staff in co-

operation with the Federal Academy for Pubtic Admin-
istration (BAKöV).

Several short lectures made the office staff familiar with
subiects such as "The development ofGermany's banking
scenery", "Function and [ega[ mandate of the Monopoly
Commission" or "Success factors of business process

optimisation in pubtic administration based on the case of
process analyses at the FederaI Statisticat Office".
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"Study days" allowing young scientists to present a pro-

iect from their fietds of activity were newly introduced.
They give listeners not only insight into current develop-
ments in the various fietds of statistics, but atso a chance
to get to know newly recruited staff better.

New ways in apprenticeships -
the LernStat project

Finally, we have to mention the 27 events held under the

"Joint advanced training scheme of the statisticaI offices
of the Federation and the federal states", in which expe-

rienced practitioners from a[[ fields of statistics share their
knowledge with co[[eagues.

Since February 2006, there has been a separate virtual
authority at the Federal Statistical Office - the so-catled
LernStat. There the prospective office communications
speciatists (second or third year of apprenticeship) for
about ten weeks get to know the chatlenges faced by

cterks in the areas of human resources, finance, remin-
ders and administrative fines, as well as procurement of
materiaI and property management in realworking life.

ln thatvirtuaI authority, eight apprentices each - grouped

in teams of two - deal more intensively with the learning
targets of practical and theoretical training. The focus of
LernStat is on team work and practice-oriented action.
The apprentices learn how to independently devetop,
perform and check solutions to probtems in complex
everyday situations on the job. Their goaI is to acquire the
skitl to face and react flexibty to new work situations.
At the same time, they expand their subiect-related,
methodical and sociaI competences.

Providing support and making demands, that is what
LernStat is about. lt thus contributes to preparing the
apprentices at the Federal Statistical Office in an ideal
manner for their training targets.
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German EU Council Presidency 2007

The Federal Statistical Office witt be faced with new cha[-

lenges in the context of Germany's EU Council Presidency
in the first half of 2007. President Walter Radermacher
will be chairman of the Council's working group on statis-
tics, which discusses and adopts legal acts on statistics
at European levet. The Federal Statistica[ Office wilt
actively be invotved in European legistation. Mafor pro-
jects include, in particular, the regulation on population
and housing censuses and the statistical programme

of the Community for 2008 - 2072, lhe regulation on

migration and internationaI protection, the regulation on

energy statistics and the regutation on structuraI surveys
of agricultural holdings (from 2010 on).

A speciaI unit established by the FederalStatistical Office
conducted intensive organisational and technicaI prepa-

rations in the second hatf of 2006 in order to ensure the
best possible conditions for all parties cooperating at
nationaI and European levels. This atso included an ex-

change of experience with Finnish and Austrian col-
leagues, whose countries held the office of Council
Presidency in 2006. CounciI Presidency was officially
transferred from Finland to Germany at a meeting held in
Helsinki on 20 Decembet 2006.

FederaI Statistical Office, Annual Report 2005
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ln autumn 2006 the FederaI StatisticaI Office iointty with
federal ministries and departments set the priorities for
the German Council Presidency in the statisticatfietd. The

goal is to promote the suppty of high-quatity information
in terms of reliable officiaI statistics, taking into account
that

statistical data should be user oriented
excessive burdens on both respondents and
national statistical offices should be avoided
cost transparency and cost effectiveness
shoutd be ensured.

The agenda of Germany's Council Presidency in statistics
is based on the progress achieved during previous terms
of presidency. lt aims to finalise drafts of legal acts which
have been discussed fairty tong and to make progress

with respect to newly submitted draft papers.

ln late 2006 the FederaI Statistical Office launched an

internet website in German and Engtish on the activities
and priorities of the German Council Presidency in statis-
tics (wr,vw.destaiis.de/eu2007). All im portant documents
of the Councitwork group on statistics are available here
for download. ln addition the website disptays links to
other important internet websites of the Federal govern-

ment and European institutions.
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German chairmanship in
the SPC Partnership Group

The FederaI StatisticaI Office actively participates in the
design process of the European Statistical System, for
exampte, in the Partnership Group chaired from May
2005 to October 2006 by Johann Hahlen, the then Presi-

dent of the Federal Statistical Office. The Partnership
Group is a high-ranking European body in the statistical
fietd, which is composed of six elected chiefs of statistical
offices of EU member states and the Director General
of the Statisticat Office of the European Communities
(Eurostat). lt prepares the meetings of the most important
European statistics body, the StatisticaI Programme
Committee (SPC), and discusses strategic issues related
to the further development of the European Statistical
System. The most important goaI pursued by the German

chairmanship was to strengthen confidence in European
official statistics and to intensify the cooperation be-

tween Eurostat und national statisticat institutions. Other
items on the agenda were improved programme plan-
ning, priority setting and cost transparency. Topics that
should be deatt with more intensively by the Partnership
Group in the future include strategic sublect-related
themes such as globalisation. Johann Hahlen's change as

a state secretary to the Federal Ministry of the lnterior
terminated his chairmanship of the SPC Partnership
Group ahead of schedule. However, Germany continues
to be a member of the group until mid-2007 due to the
German EU Councit Presidency.

Further development of the European
Statistical System and modernisation
of the Statistics Law

"Making the System Work" was the motto of discussions
between the chief statisticians from member states who
met in Krakow in September 2006 to discuss activities
required to raise the efficiency ofthe European Statistical
System. Johann Hahlen, the former President of the
Federal Statistical Office, in his tatk mentioned a number
of possibitities to raise the efficiency of the European
Statisticat System.

lmprovements are required, in particular, with respect
to priority setting, the member states' involvement in
statistical programme ptanning and the organisation of
education and advanced training at European levet. A

new form of cooperation between the statistical partners

coutd be the adoption of sponsorships for individuat
statistical themes by nationaI statisticaI institutions.

These proposals are to be included in a Krakow ptan of
action on the future of the European Statistical System,
which is to replace the Palermo ptan of action compiled in
2002.

A point made by the Statisticat Office of the European
Communities (Eurostat) and the member states in the
strategy discussion on the European Statistical System

concerned the envisaged modernisation ofthe "European
Statistics Law" (Council Regulation (EC) No. 322197 con-
cerning Community statistics) effective since 1997. The

discussions of a Task Force led by the StatisticaI Office of
the Netherlands and with German participation have at-
ready advanced far. This Task Force is expected to identify
strategic themes such as the ones mentioned above for
inctusion in the draft regulation and to clarify problematic
issues between Eurostat and the member states. For

example, it is planned to facititate the exchange of basic

Federal Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006



lmptementation of
the Code of Practice

The European Statistics Code of Practice defines quatity
standards to be adhered to by att statistics offices in the
European Statistical System. lt is to make sure that the
presently existing 27 member states and Eurostat com-
pite official statistics in circumstances, which are free
from political pressures, and in compliance with recognised

scientific methods. lts observance is supervised by

77 indicators.

ln 2006 the Federal Statisticat Office continued to partici-
pate intensively in activities to implement the Code of
Practice. ln the present phase of work Eurostat and the
statisticaI offices of the member states must face up to
inspections by external experts, the so-catled peer

reviews. These experts examine and evaluate the obser-
vance of the Code of Practice on the basis of personal

talks with leading executives and younger staff members
of a given statistica[ office, with users and possibty atso
with other producers of European statistics in the respec-
tive country. For the time being the peer reviews are

restricted to those principles which relate to the institu-
tional framework and the dissemination of European

statistics.

First pilot inspections took place at the statisticaI offices
of the Nethertands and the Czech Republic in March and
April 2006. An expert from the FederaI Statistical Office
participated in the pitot peer review in the Netherlands
and in the peer review in Estonia in November 2006.

The peer reviews are expected to be terminated for atl
member states by the end of 2007. Taking into account
the German CounciI Presidency in the first half of 2007,
Germany's turn is tikely to be in the fourth quarter 2007.

data between the partners in the European Statistical
System and to make provisions for member states being
more strongly involved in statistical programme planning
at European level. The "Europe First" principle is to be

covered by the planned regulation as we[[.
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CENEX - a new form of the
international division of labour

Statistics experts from different countries ioin forces to
elaborate practicable approaches to the solution of a

certain methodologicaI problem and afterwards they
make their flndings availabte to atl statistical offices of
the European Union. This is the principte of CENEX

(Centres and Networks of Exceltence), a new form of the
internationaI division of [abour in the European Statistics
System.

Since October 2006, under the general [eadership of the
Federal Statisticat Office, price statistics experts from
Austria, Belgium, Sweden, Portugal, lretand and the
Netherlands have discussed methodological approaches
to the treatment of changes in the quatity of goods, the
prices of which are to be measured.

An item's prices measured at different moments of time
can be compared in a meaningfuI way only if the item's
quatity has not changed. lfthe quality ofan item changes,
for example, as a result of technical progress, one makes
a so-catted adjustment for the quatity change. This is
aimed to consider the monetary vatue of an item's
changed quatity in price measurement.

There are different methods of quatity adiustment and the
choice of a method can have considerabte imptications
for the results of price statistics. That is why important
users of European price statistics, such as e.g. the Euro-
pean Central Bank, have a strong interest in the CENEX

price statistics project.

The ptanned two-year proiect witl deal with the harmoni-
sation and further development of measuring price and
quality changes regarding computers, consumer electron-
ics, electric household appliances, cars and books as

well as rent proposals. Furthermore, it witl elaborate on

the measurement of price and quatity changes in health
and sociaI welfare services.

Federal Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 200652
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LIVING IN EUROPE:
Com parable poverty indicators
for the EU member states

Growing poverty is perceived as a social problem in many
member states of the European Union (EU). With the
results of Community statistics on income and living con-
ditions (LlVlNG lN EUROPE) internationalty comparable
information on income poverty and social exclusion has
become available in official statistics for the first time.
This information serves as a basis to fight poverty at
EU level.

Since 2005 all member states of the European Union as

well as Norway and lceland have conducted the house-
hold survey LIVING lN EUROPE in tine with standard
principles. ln tine with standard principles means that the
same definition of income is used and that survey
methods must meet the predefined requirements. The

new survey produces comparable results on a European
scale, which were presented for Germany for the first time
in 2006.

10
77 1_1 11 11

LIVING lN EUROPE gives, first of a[[, an answer to the
question how much money is at a person's disposal in

Germany. ln addition, it provides other important kinds of
information on living conditions: What are the housing
conditions in Germany? How do people assess their own
heatth situation? How often are they faced with financial
problems?

The most important indicator is the at-risk-of-poverty rate.
According to the EU definition it indicates the percentage

of people who have to get along with less than 60% of
their country's average income. The at-risk-of-poverty rate
in Germany amounted to approximately 13o/" in 2004.
That means that 10.6 miltion people are threatened
by poverty in Germany. Compared with other countries,
Germany ranks slightty below EU average. The chart
shows the at-risk-of-poverty rates in Germany for 2oo4
and in other EU member states for 2003.

The Scandinavian countries, for instance, have a slightty
lower rate of people threatened by poverty than Germany.
On the other hand, in countries such as ltaty, Spain and
Portugal the percentage of people at risk of poverty is

much higher with approximately 20"/".

At-risk-of-poverty rate in Germany (2004) and other EU member states (2003) in percent
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The Federal Statistical Office
supports the politicalgoals of
internationaI organ isations ...

While cooperating with internationaI organisations such
as the United Nations (UN) and the Organisation for Eco-

nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the Federal

Statistical Office also supports maior politicat goals. The

United Nations 'Miltennium Goals' on environment and
development, which are to be implemented by 2075, can
be mentioned here as an example.

A major topic of this year's session of the United Nations
Statistical Commission was the revision of classifications
in the fietd of economic statistics and of the System of
National Accounts (SNA 1993).

As chairman of the Committee on Environmental Econom-
ic Accounts (UNCEEA) installed last year, Walter Rader-

macher, the then Vice-President of the Federal Statisticat
Office, reported about the progress of work on the
further development and harmon isation of envi ron m enta I

economic accounts.

Another important theme - as in the previous year -
concerned development indicators and the retated topics
of statistical capacity buitding in developing countries.

Chief statisticians from member states also meet regular-
ty at OECD tevel to discuss important strategic and
technical themes. The OECD statistics committee newly
estabtished in 2004, which meets once in a year, has
even raised the importance of OECD statistics. At present

the statistics committee is chaired by Dr. lvan Fellegi
(Canada). Walter Radermacher, the then Vice-President of
the FederaI Statistica] Office, and Brian Pink, the head of
Statistics New Zeeland, were elected as vice-chairmen of
the board for two years.

54

Revision of the System of National Accounts (SNA)

Ihe 1993 System of NationaI Accounts (SNA) is the world's universally vatid recommendation for the compilation of
national accounts and the basis ofthe derived 1995 European System ofAccounts (ESA). A resotutlon adopted bythe
United Nations Statistical Commission in March 2003 provides for atl concepts and definitions of the SNA 1993 to be

reviewed and updated by earty 2008.

Recommendations on all of the 44 points of change and comments from UN member states have become availabte in the
meantime (pubtished on the internet under: www.unstats.un.org. ln early 2008 the revised 1993 SNA Rev. 1 is to be

adopted by the UN member states in the Statistical Commission. Afterwards the revised SNA Rev. 1 is to be transferred
into the ESA 1995.

However, from the Federal Statisticat Office's point of view changes in methodotogy which woutd worsen the comparabitity
of data between member states shoutd not be transferred from the SNA into the ESA. This relates, for instance, to themes

such as old-age pensions, research and development as well as military weapons.

FederaI StatisticaI Office, Annual Report 2006



... and is actively involved
in bilateral cooperation

ln addition to cooperating in supra- and international
bodies, the heads of national statistical institutions also

maintain close bilateraI contacts. For example, in 2006
meetings took place with the chief statisticians from

France, the Czech Repubtic, Bulgaria and Austria. The

long-standing German-Chinese cooperation in the
statistical field was further deepened at the working
group on trade statistics constituent meeting hetd in
Beiiing in lune 2006. The working group is to examine

the divergences in external trade statistics between the
two countries.

Partnership relations with Russian official statisticians
were carried on with a very successful series of courses

for heads ofstatisticaI offices from 88 Russian provinces,

conducted in Bonn in cooperation with the Bonn Acade-

my. They gave an opportunity to discuss fundamental
topics of officiaI statistics and practicaI problems from

various subject-matter areas as well as organisational
aspects of statistical work with experts from the Federal

StatisticaI Office and statistical offices of the federal sta'
tes. Excursions to the Statistical Offices of Rhein[and-

Pfatz (Rhinetand-Palatinate) and Nordrhein-Westfalen
(North Rhine-Westphatia) completed the programme of
the course.

The FederaI StatisticaI Office's
trainee programme:
a five-year track record

A European support programme enables statisticians from

the national statistics offices of new member states or EU

accession candidates to work for some time as a staff
member at one of the statistical offices of the 15 "otd"
EU members or to attend a traineeship at Eurostat, the

Statistical Office of the European Communities.

Since the start of the trainee programme in 2002 statisti-

cians from the Czech Republic, Hungary, Potand, Latvia and
Bulgaria have spent terms of traineeship at the Federal

StatisticaI Office.

Statisticians are delegated, as a rule, for a period of five

months and employed in their respective fietds of work.

Obviously, their experience from working at their countries'

statistical offices is very useful. Quite frequently trainees

have brought along new ideas, enriching their colleagues'
work at the FederaI StatisticaI Office.
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Twinning projects:
Successful partnersh i p relations

Twinning projects are EU-funded partnership proiects
between public institutions of a member state and an
accession country. They concern a[[ areas of politics and
administration. ln view of their particular political signifi-
cance these projects are coordinated by the governments
of the member states. With the largest number of twin-
ning projects among the EU member states Germany is a

favoured partner ofthe accession countries.

' ln February 2006 the Federal Statisticat Office was
awarded a twelve-month twinning project with Latvia
aimed at the introduction of a quatity management
system in compliance with the standards of the Euro-
pean Foundation of Quatity Management (EFQM). lts
efforts are supported, in particular, by the Statisticat
Offices of Finland, ltaly and the Federal State Berlin.

r,ili A two-year twinning project with Bulgaria started in
mid-2005. The project is aimed to prepare statistics
on the information society and on income and living
conditions and to improve the information basis for
national accounts. The Statisticat Office of the Free

State of Saxony has supported the prolect which wilt
tast by mid-2007.

f'r A maior project with Macedonia planned for a period
of two years was the first project to be conctuded with
states of the Balkan region in mid-2006. Apart from
the Federal Statisticat Office, the Statisticat Offices of
Slovenia, Sweden, Hungary and the Czech Republic
as wel[ as those ofthe FederaI States ofThuringia and
Berlin are atso involved in the implementation of the
project.

There is also project-based cooperation in the context of
European support programmes between the Federal
Statistical Office and the Russian and Turkish offices for
statistics. ln addition, since early 2006 German official
statisticians have been active in a "Sector Project" with

Zambia under the sponsorship of the Federal Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). The pro-

f ect is aimed to improve the information structures in the
poverty-relevant fields of water supply and agriculture. lt
is hoped that the statistics systems, which are to be buitt,
will enable developing countries to measure the progress
towards achievement of the Mittennium Development
Goats using their own data. Support activities in terms of
MDG mentoring are likely to become even more important
to German statistics cooperation in the next few years.

ln focus: Data on the services sector

At the invitation of the Federal Statistical Office the
Voorburg Group, an internationaI conference on method
development in services statistics, hetd its 21st meeting
from 9 to 13 October 2006. More than 70 experts from
nationaI offices, internationaI organisations and central
banks met in Wiesbaden to discuss price and volume
measurements in the tertiary sector and the comparabili-
ty ofthat data.

The focus ofthe discussions was on the different national
approaches to the coltection of statistics on road haulage
and management consultancy. MethodotogicaI distinc-
tions can be ascribed to both specific features of national
markets and the use of different statisticaI approaches by
the various offices. For example, the topics discussed
inctuded the question whether price measurements
should be based on sectors or goods and which price
measurement methods woutd be feasible in practice.
"Bundting", the sale ofseveraI services in a package, was
identified as a phenomenon of increasing importance in
the practice of price measurement methods. Furthermore
it is ptanned to introduce a thesaurus of technical termi-
nology. The Wiesbaden conference was a new milestone
on the road to increased coherence of price and volume
measurements in the services sector at international
Ievel.
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The availabitity of data on the services sector in Germany
was improved by information on turnovers (sates) by kind
of service. ln a pilot survey for the reference year 2004,
conducted with the financial support of the European
Commission, 15 000 enterprises in the services sector
were invited to submit, on a voluntary basis, data on their
turnovers (sales) within the country and abroad by kind of
service. lnformation was requested on turnovers (sates)

by the ctient's location, the client's sector and by fietd of
activity and product.

Many interviewed enterprises had difficulty breaking
turnovers down by kind, since most kinds of turnover to
be considered here were not covered by an enterprise's
regular accounting system. However, detailed informa-
tion on the structure of turnovers is indispensable in
order to assess the com petitive ability of enterprises and
the functioning of the European Union's internaI market.

Further development of the
register of agricultural holdings

StatisticaI registers are important tools used for the
control and evatuation of surveys. The survey units used
in agriculturaI statistics are agriculturat hotdings, which
are stored in the "Register of Agricultural Hotdings". The

definition of an agricultural holding is predefined by Euro-
pean legislation and a[[ member states are obliged to
adhere to it, taking into account their nationat conditions.

ln order to further develop the register of agricultural
hotdi n gs, the Federal Statistical Offi ce in cooperation with
the Austrian Statistics 0ffice [aunched a project in
September 2005, which is supported by the European
Union (EU) and aims to adapt the existing register of agri-
cultural hotdings to the changed European requirements.
On the one hand, it is necessary to extent the register so

that it supports the registration of new variabtes - for
instance, on rural developments and the agricultural

Federal Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006

environment - and of changes in the organization and
implementation of surveys in agricultural statistics to the
best possible extent. On the other hand, it has to be exam-

ined how it can be ensured that agriculture and forestry
are incorporated in the national business registers as

envisaged at European [evel. ln Germany the agriculture
and forestry sector of is not yet completely covered by the
statisticaI enterprise register.

That is why the proiect set out at first to analyse the
hotdings of agricutture and forestry, which are stored in

both the enterprise register and the register ofagricultur-
al holdings. Since the units stored in the two registers are

based on different definitions, a unit model was devel-
oped in coordination with Statistics Austria. The model
enables the units to be analogousty represented in the
register of agricuttural holdings and in the new enterprise
register. As a next step it is planned to elaborate the
methodological basis and provide the technotogical con-
ditions for the register of agricutturat hotdings to be fur-
ther developed. The finat report on this project is expected
to be available in summer 2007.
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Milestones of
statistical work
in various areas
in 2A06
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The central business of the Federal Statistical Office is

preparing and conducting statistical surveys and publish-
ing their results. ln the case of decentralised statistics,
that is done in cooperation with the statistical offices of
the federal states. ln the following, we are presenting
some selected results of statistics and new or extended
data and information services from the core statistical
business of2006.

Population proiection

ln early November 2006 the Federal Statistical Office
presented the results of a new population proiection for
Germany, the 11th one, which was coordinated between

the Federation and the federal states. lf current demograph-

ic trends - i.e. a nearty constant total fertitity rate of
approximately 1.4 children per woman, an increase in

new-born children's life expectancy by about seven years

and an annual migration surplus of 100 000 or 200 000
immigrants from abroad - remain unchanged, Germany is
tikety to have as few as 69 or 74 miltion inhabitants in
2050. By comparison, 82 mittion people live in Germany
today.

Age structure of the population in Germany,2006 and 2050

2006 2050
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Results ofthe 11'' coordinated population projection; variant 1'W1: "medium" population, lowerthreshold
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Apart from this decrease in population numbers, the
population's age structure is tikely to change seriously.
Whilst today about 20o/o of the population are younger
than 20 years and another 20o/o dtl 65 years old or otder,
in 2050 young people wi[[ account for only 15olo of the
population, whereas the proportion of people aged
65 years or older will rise to approximately one third. The
number of persons aged 80 years or older is likely to grow

from nearly 4 to 10 mittion.

There will also be a clear shift in the numerical relation
of pension-age to working-age people: Today there are

32 people aged 65 and older per 100 people aged
between 20 and 64years.ln 2050 this numberwitt be up

to 60 or 64 depending on the amount of immigration. lf
pension age is moved to 67 years, the old-age rate wil[
amountto 56 or 52 by 2050.

A description of the assumptions and results of the
11th coordinated population prolection, the resutts
of alI of the twelve variants and three additionat modet
catculations are availabte for free (www.destatis.de).

New modelcalculation
on life expectancy

ln Aprit 2006 the Federal Statistical Office published a

modeI calculation for the estimation of life expectancy by
birth cohorts. lt contains generation life tables for birth
cohorts from 7877 to 2004. A generation life table shows
the average tife expectancy a new-born child can expect
to achieve today, taking into account possibte future mor-
tatity trends. A generation tife tabte makes it also possibte
to examine the average life expectancy actualty achieved
by peopte of a birth cohort in the past. Besides a large

variety of historical data on mortality, two possible mortal-
ity trends were considered in the calculation as we[t.

Accordingly, a new-born boy of the 2004 cohort in line
with the higher mortality trend woutd have an average
[ife expectancy of 84.9 years, a new-born gir[ of even
90.4years. By comparison: 135 years ago life expectancy
was only 39.1 years for new-born boys of the 1871 birth
cohort and 42.1. years for girls.

Generation life tables supptement the period ]ife tables,
which are pubtished by the FederaI Statistical Office in
regular intervals. Period life tables disptay the total popu-

lation's average life expectancy for certain calendar years
(most recently for the period 2003/2005). They are
indispensable for the description of present mortality
retations, but in contrast to generation tife tables they do
not take into account changes in the future.

60 Federal StatisticaI Office, AnnuaI Report 2006
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lmportant resutts on
famities and children

The current results ofthe microcensus, the [argest annual
household survey in Europe, show that 12.6 mittion fami-
lies lived in Germany in 2005. ln 8.9 mittion famities the
youngest child was under 18 years old; in 3.7 million
famities all chitdren were of age.75o/o of the 8.9 mittion
famities with children under age were married couples,
77o/o weß single mothers or fathers. Another 8"/o of
families were mixed or same sex cohabitations.

ln 2005 20.7 mitlion children in Germany grew up in fami-
lies, i.e. they were raised by married couptes, cohabita-
tions or single parents. Of these children 14.4 mittion
were stit[ under age, 6.3 miltion were already of age.

More information can be found in the current press

brochure "Living in Germany. Households, families and
health - resutts of the 2005 microcensus", which is
accessibte free of charge on the Federal Statistical
Office's internet website.

Official statistics on child day-care services have so far
only been available for institutions. For cröches, kinder-
gartens, nurseries and mixed-age institutions the items of
data, coltected every four years, most recently in 2002,
retate to the institution, the number of approved spaces
and the personnel employed by these institutions.

Since 2006, in accordance with the law on further devet-
opments of child and youth welfare services, data has
atso been collected on children supported in institutions,
on children covered by pubticty funded chitd day-care ser-

vices and on nursing personnel ofchitd day-care services.
The results ofthe new surveys provide current and com-
prehensive information on the situation of child day-care
services in Germany.

Federa I Statistica t Office, An n ual Report 2006

The change in the economic situation of families after the
birth of chitdren has been in the focus of many studies on

famity poticies and social sciences for a number of years.

ln a study "lncome relations of family households and
their expenses on children" private consumption data
from the 2003 income and consumption sample survey
was subdivided by expenses on chitdren and those on

adutts. As it turned out, parents with one child on average
spent 549 euro per month on their offspring in 2003.

With chitdren growing older, the amount of chitd-retated
consumer spending grows as well. This is due to in-
creased consumption of food and more ambitious claims
on clothing. Couples with one child in the age group of
under six years on average spent 458 euro per month on

their offspring. 568 euro had to be spent on six- to under
twelve-year olds and 655 euro on twelve to under 18-year
old children.
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Do women vote differently?

Results of representative election statistics, based on

actuaI voters' behaviour, were presented at a press

conference in Bertin in early 2006. These statistics make
it possible to analyse voter turnout and voting behaviour
including the so-ca[[ed splitting of votes by age group and
sex for each federal state. The results showed that in the
2005 etections to the federal parliament the difference
between men's and women's voting behaviour regarding
the two mainstream parties was not particularly [arge and
that more women than men voted in favour of the two
parties. Both SPD and union parties achieved 35.5o/" of
women's votes, 32.8% of men's votes and 34.8ok of
second votes. ln the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s most
people voting in favour of social democrats were men,
whereas in the elections of 1980, 1983 and 2002 (here

with a difference of 3.5 percentage points) this party was
preferred by femate voters, so that here a change can be

identified. By contrast, the union parties have traditionat-
ly been considered a women's party since the nineteen
fifties. 2002 was the onlyyearto see male voters outnum-
bering the proportion of female voters by 1.4 percentage
points with respect to this party. Since the 1990s the
GREENS have been more appeating to women (2005:
8.8olo) than to men (2005: 7.4"/") and the gap has
continued to widen after the 2002 elections to the federaI
parliament. As far as the Free Democrats (men 10.7%;
women 97.) and the Left Party (men 9.9o/o;women7.60ö
are concerned, the gender-specific composition of the
electorate is reversed.

Unemployed persons -
a volatile figure

There is more momentum on the German labour market
than one has assumed so far. This becomes obvious by

comparing the number of unemployed persons according
to the definition of the lnternationaI Labour Organisation
(lLO), which is internationatly accepted, with that of the
German SocialSecurity Code: The number of unemptoyed

persons according to the ILO definition is not only lower
than that defined according to the German SociaI Securi-
ty Code, but it is also subfect to stronger oscitlations.

Many persons changing from unemployment to employ-
ment only take up jobs of marginaI size. According to
the ILO definition they are no longer regarded as unem-
ptoyed, but it is admissible to continue recording them as

unemployed if their employment lasts less than 15 hours
per week. On the other hand, unemployed persons, who
stopped actively searching for work or who are not ready
to take up a new lob within the next two weeks, according
to the lL0 definition are not considered as unemployed,
but as persons outside the usually active population.
However, the status of registered unemptoyment often
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remains untouched by such changes in a person's
behaviour, because persons, who want a iob, but have
not undertaken concrete search activities - at least recent-
ly - are also recorded as unemployed. That means that
unemptoyment in terms of the Social Security Code by
definition records less movements on the labour market
than a change in the status of employment would actual-
ly cause.

According to ILO labour market statistics more than
every third unemployed person had a different status of
employment in the respective previous month as an

average of atl months in 2005. Among the unemptoyed
recorded by the Federal Employment Agency this was true
on average ofevery tenth person only.

Overall development of wages:
Rise dampened by "one-euro iobs"

In accordance with the employment concept of the lnter-
national Labour Organisation (lLO) persons employed in

so-called one-euro lobs are to be considered as employ-

ees, when determining a country's average wages and
salaries (gross wages and salaries per employee) for
national accounts. Their remuneration is reproduced in

national accounts to the amount of the additional com-
pensation of 1 to 2 euro. The unemployment benefit ll,
which is paid additionatty, does not belongto an emptoy-
ee's remuneration in the context of nationaI accounts.

Share of unemployed persons who had not been unemployed the month before (in percent)
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The strong increase in the number of persons employed
in one-euro lobs and the very low wages paid there have
markedly dampened the rise in the country's overall
wages and salaries in recent years. This dampening effect
is fett in the new federaI states much more strongty than
in the former federal territory, because most of the one-
euro .iobs have been created in the new federal states.
Since the country's overall development of wages and
sataries is an indicator needed, in particular, for pension

adiustment and the distortions caused by one-euro
jobs are not to have an effect on pension adjustment,
the FederalStatisticat Office provides the FederaI Ministry
for Labour and SociaI Affairs with data adjusted for the
effects caused by one-euro jobs. The second law on

changes in company pensions which is presently consid-
ered by the German parliament is expected to forestall
effects ofone-euro lobs on pension adiustment.

Labour cost survey 20042
First results available for
the entire services sector

Atthough the services sector is growing in importance,
the information avaitable on wages and sataries and on

working hours has been insufficient so far. The 2004
Labour Cost Survey has now provided first results for
almost al[ branches of the services sector and the
industry. The areas newly covered include, for instance,
transport, communication, public health and pubtic
administration. The fundamental restructuring of the
survey concept was beneficia[, above all, to enterprises of
the producing sector, which were heavily burdened in the
past. Here the size of the sample survey decreased by
35o/o and the number of survey variabtes halved. ln the
public service it has been possible to completely do
without a survey of employers by using annuaI personnel
statistics.

The labour cost determined on average for all economic
branches in Germany in 2OO4 amounted to 28.18 euro
per hour worked. In the new federal states it amounted to
21.08 euro, being 28% below that of the former federal
territory (29.36 euro). ln 2004 full-time employees in the
new federal states worked 1,720 hours, i.e. 55 hours or
3.3 7o more than employees in the former federaI territory
(1 665 hours). The least amount of hours per full-time
job in Germany was worked in the production of cars
(t 500 hours), the targest amount in the recycling
industry (1 808 hours).

Federa I StatisticaI Office, An n ua I Report 2005



Health spending, sickness cost
and health personnel

Forthe first time the FederalStatistical Office has simulta-
neously pubtished the latest statisticat results and devet-

opments concerning heatth spending, sickness cost and
health personnet. This harmonised information makes it
possibte not only to improve the transparency of essential
aspects in the German pubtic health system, but also

to undertake an in-depth anatysis of the pubtic heatth

system in the context ofcurrent reform discussions.

ln the course of a comprehensive revision of the three
heatth-retated computing systems it has become possi-

bte, among other things, to open up new sources of infor-
mation, make additionaI expertise, for instance, from the
nursing care sector available and intensifiT the coopera-
tion with data suppliers such as ministries, associations
and institutes. ln orderto improve international compara-
bitity, the presently used definition of heatth spending
was harmonised with the definition apptied by the Orga-

nisation for Economic Cooperation and Devetopment
(OECD). Nevertheless, the data for 2004 are comparabte
with former reference years' data, since the revision has

also been done retrospectivety.

Federal StatisticaI Office, AnnuaI Report 2006

I nternational ind icators of education

- an interstate comparison

ln September 2006 the statistical offices of the Federa-

tion and the federaI states issued a first ioint pubtication
"lnternational indicators of education - an interstate
comparison". This publication supplements "Education
at a glance", pubtished annualty by the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), by

setected OECD indicators for Germany broken down by

federaI state.

It contains indicators from the foltowing four thematic
fields:

r Educational attainments and the effects of learning
r Financial and human resources invested in education
r Access to education, educationaI involvement

and expectation (in years)
r Learning environment and the organisation of schools

The following results are of particular interest:

r ln 2004 the proportion of population aged 25 to 64
years with at least one educational attainment of
secondary level I I (university-entrance di ploma, certif-
icate of apprenticeship training, vocational school
leaving certificate) in all federaI states clearty exceed-
ed the OECD average of 67"/" (Germany: 847.). ln

contrast, Germany's rates of university graduates

were 20.6"/" in 2004, which was markedly betow the
OECD average of 34.8ok.

r ln relation to the country's economic power, Germany
spends less public means on education than other
OECD states do. ln 2003 Germany spent 3.1% of
gross domestic product on schools compared with an

OECD average of 3.8"/o.
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r ln 2004, the educational expectation of a 5 year-old
chitd averaged 1,7.4 yeaß in Germany and across the
OECD. The highest educationaI expectation with more
than 18 years was achieved by chitdren in the city
states and in North Rhine-Westphalia.

u The average age of newly enrolled students in Germa-
ny is 27.4 years, which is higher than in most OECD

states.

r The secondary education leveI ll in Germany is
primarily intended for acquisition of vocational skitts,
whereas in most OECD states it is aimed at giving
authorisation to university entrance. Accordingly, the
proportion of pupils in courses authorising peopte to
study at an university, being 39% in Germany, was
clearly below the 0ECD average of 51."/". ln addition,
there are marked distinctions between the various
federal states of Germany, ranging from 32o/o in
Bavaria and 35o/o in Saxony to 47o/o in Brandenburg
and 49o/o in Berlin.

The publication containing detaited results on more than
100 pages is available free of charge for download
u n d e r www. d e stat i s. d e o r www. stati sti k- p o rta l. d e.

Export causes economic boom

ln 2005, according to provisional results, Germany export-
ed goods worth 893.6 billion euro (13.7Y, more than in
the previous year), an international trade record confirm-
ing Germany's titte of "world export champion". ln the
same period the value of imports rose by 16.5 % reaching
737.7 billion euro, so that the 2006 foreign trade balance
closed with a surplus of 767.9 bi[[ion euro.

The dynamic development of exports in Germany has
repeatedty been described as a motor of economic boom.
ln 2006 the Federat Statistical Office analysed this
statement for the first time on the basis of a detailed com-
pilation of foreign trade statistics and data of national
accounts. The results were presented at a press confer-
ence in Frankfurt in May 2006.

The resutts reveat, in particular, that the proportion of the
trade balance (balance of all border-crossin g transactions
of goods and services) in gross domestic product in-
creased by 4.6 percentage points between 2000 and
2005 (from O.4o/, to 5.0"/"). ln real terms, the trade
batance contributed about two thirds of the economic
growth in 2OO4 and 2005.

The increased importance of foreign trade has also had
positive effects on the employment situation of exporting
businesses: lf in 7995 every sixth employee in Germany
depended on exports, in 2005 this was true of every
fifth atready. According to the results of input-output
calculations made by the Federal Statistical Office about
8.3 miltion jobs depended on exports in 2005.

Two thirds of German trade transactions are traditionally
carried out with the other EU member states, of which
about one seventh was accounted for by the ten new EU

member states in 2005. German trade with Central and
Eastern Europe trebled from7995 to 2005.

FederatStatisticaI Office, Annual Report 2006



Use of information and
com m un ication tech nologies by
enterprises and households

The European Commission aims to promote the use of
modern information and communication technologies
(lCI), giving important impulses to growth and employ-
ment in Europe. ln the period 2002 to 2005 almost atl
member countries ofthe European Union (EU) conducted
harmonised pilot surveys on the use of ICT by enterprises
and households in order to evaluate the various plans of
action and to implement common benchmarking.

ln accordance with the regulation (EC) No. 808/2004 of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 Aprit
2004 the EU member states are obtiged to supply, on an

annuaI basis, statisticaI results on the use of ICT by enter-
prises, households and individuals from 2006 on. A
legal basis for the surveys "lCT at enterprises" and "lCT

in households" was laid at nationaI level by a Law on

lnformation Society Statistics of 22 December 2005,
which is based on the mentioned regulation.

The surveys provide an overview ofthe standard and use

of modern ICT at enterprises and in households.

The proportion of households that have a PC and access
to the internet has continuously increased since 2002. ln

2006 70"/" of households in Germany had a computer
(2002: 57"ö. The share of households with internet
access rose from 43"/olo 67"/o in the same period.

Federat Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006

ln 2006, as in previous years,84"/" of al[ German enterpri-
ses were using computers for their business activities,
computers being used by nearly all enterprises with 50

and more employees. More than hatf (53'l") of enterpri-
ses with internet access (79"/o of all enterprises) already
had broadband connection.

The expenses of enterprises on the information and com-
munication technology totatled 54 bittion euro in 2004.
53% were expenses spent on ICT services. They inctude,
for instance, consultation, hardware maintenance or
database and web hosting services. Another 22o/ow€te
spent on purchases of hardware and telecommunication
technology and 75o/o on the purchase of software.
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Reports on indicators of
Germany's sustainabi lity strategy

Sustainabitity is a centralterm of future-oriented politics.
0riginatty, the term "sustainable economy" was based on
the underlying idea that it is necessary for the economy to
take account ofthe environment: A country should use its
natural resources only to the extent to which nature is
abte to regenerate. ln the meantime sustainability has
been given a broader meaning: The needs of several
areas, namely environment, economy and society, coexist
with equal rights and must be considered in equal
meaSure.

By signing the final document of the 7992 Earth Summit
in Rio de Janeiro, the Agenda 2L, the participating states
committed themselves to developing so-called "national
sustainabitity strategies". The Federal Government sub-
mitted its nationaI strategy in the first sustainabitity
report "Prospects for Germany" in 2OO2.lts core consists
in "21 indicators for the 21st century", defined by politi-
cians from their point of view as important themes
for sustainabitity. The implementation of this nationaI
strategy for sustainabitity is documented in progress
reports every two years.

The FederaI Statisticat Office had already supported the
work on the "2004 Progress Report" and an interim report
of the old federaI government ("Road Map 2005") by way
of data collection and coordination. ln August 2006 the
FederaI Ministry of the lnterior officially entrusted the
FederaI Statistical Office with the statistical evaluation
and description of trend developments of the 21 indica-
tors in the context of a sustainability report. ln addition to
data coltection this also includes the presentation and
description of indicator developments.

Slight decrease in the use of
cli mate-chan gi n g su bstances

German enterprises used 7 160 tons of climate-changing
substances in their production activity in 2005. This
corresponds to a 2.60/" reduction on the previous year.

About 80% (5727 lons) of climate-changing substances
were used as cooling agents for refrigerators, freezers and
air conditioners, approximatety B% (538 tons) as expand-
ing agents in aerosoI cans and about 11'/, (769 tons) for
the production of synthetic and foamed materials.

Most of the climate-changing substances (3 135 tons)
were used for the production of motor vehicles and
parts of motorvehicles, fotlowed by the machine-buitding
(1 420 tons) and chemical (993 tons) industries.

Climate-changing substances, when released into the
atmosphere, contribute to the greenhouse effect. Untike
gases such as carbon dioxide (COr), also contributing to
the greenhouse effect, ftuoric derivatives of aliphatic and
cyclic hydrocarbons (FHC, FCHC), which enterprises use
for production, are considered to be climate-changing
substances. The partty halogenated ftuoric hydrocarbon R

134a accountedforT5o/" ofsubstances used as cooling
agents. lt is used, in particular, in air conditioners in

vehicles and in the househotd refrigerators industry as

a substitute for the cooling agent R 12 (CFC), which is

extremely ozone-layer depleting and prohibited in
Germany.

The potential impact of released climate-changing
substances on gtobaI warming (GWP vatue), being
11.4 mittion GWP weighted tons in 2005, was betow
previous-year tevet (12.3 mitlion GWP weighted tons).
The GWP vatue indicates the extent to which a certain
quantity of greenhouse gas contributes to the green-
house effect more or less strongly than the same quantity
of COr.

FederaI StatisticaI Office, AnnuaI Report 2006



NationaI accounts:
Com parable time-series
for the years 7970 to 7997

The nationaI accounts of the Federat Statistical Office
describe economic life in a comprehensive way. They
provide indispensable information for economic analysis,
for example, data on economic growth, emptoyment,
production, consumption and capitaI expenditure.

ln September 2006 the Federal Statistical Office pub-

lished fundamentally revised results of national accounting
for the period 1,970 to 1991 for the former federal territo-

ry. This was the first time after the profound revision of
nationaI accounts in Aprit 2005 that methodologically
comparabte long time-series with annuaI and quarterly
data were made availabte to atl users of national
accounts.

The overall economic situation described by short-term
indicators remained largely unchanged after the revision:
Economic growth in Germany has increasingly slowed
down during the tast three and a half decades. Gross

domestic product for the former federal territory rose on

average by 2.9o/, per year from 7970 to 1980 and 2.60/o

per year from 1980 to 7997. Since Germany's unification
the average growth rate ofthe German economy has even

been markedly lower, averaging as tittte as !.3"/o peryear
over the last ten years. More detaited explanations on
the profound revision of nationat accounts are given in
two treatises pubtished in the journal "Economy and
Statistics" (issue 10/2006 and issue 512005) as well
as in the national accounts section of the information
offered on the Federal Statisticat Office's internet
website.

Federal Statisticat Office, AnnuaI Report 2006

The horticuttural survey 2005

The results of the horticultural survey 2005 enabled
the Federal StatisticaI Office to pubtish comprehensive
statistics on the farm structure and the economic
situation at horticulturaI enterprises and agricultural
hotdings with gardening for the first time after 7994. ln
addition, VAT statistics and employment statistics of
the Federal Employment Agency were evaluated as

secondary statistics for services gardening.

The following major resutts were achieved in the survey
of production gardening:

r ln 2005 most horticultural products (98.2olo) were
cultivated on outdoor areas covering more than
206 000 hectares, in addition, 3 700 hectares (1.87")
were cultivated in greenhouses. The crops most
frequently cultivated on outdoor areas included
vegetables and strawberries (113700 hectares) as

wet[ as fruit(64 500 hectares).
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r The 34 700 agricultural hotdings, which raised horti-
culturaI products for commerciaI purposes in 2005,
employed a total workforce of 339 400 persons, of
whom 61 900 or 78.2o/o on a full-time basis.

Alt in alt, the resutts obtained show that since 1994 a

far-reaching structural change has occurred in Germany's
production gardening on the background of a strong
nationaI and internationaI pressure of competition. This
resutted in larger units of cultivation and an increase in
the intensity of production. Untike the rest of agriculture,
production gardening is characterised by high area
productivity and [abour intensity and specific production
techniques.

More results of the horticulturaI survey are available free
ofcharge on the internetwebsite ofthe FederaI Statistical
Office (www.statisti k-sh op.de).

Forest accounting increases
avai labitity of environmenta[-
economic data

Forest accounting as part of environmenta[-economic
accounting views the forestry sector from a perspective,
which is both economic and ecotogical. lt depicts the
resource item "forest" and its product "wood" in Germa-

ny, i.e. the area, physical supplies, their value and uses
and wood processing in the timber industry. Ecological
aspects are shown by tables on the forest ecosystem's
carbon balance and on the forest as a carbon dioxide sink
(ctimate protection aspect) and on damages to forests
(air pollution aspect). ln 2004 the totatquantity of carbon
tied up by the forest ecosystem amounted to 2 502 mil-
lion tons. Forest soiI accounted for almost half of that
quantity - 46.7Yo, standing wood for 34.60/o, other
wooden biomass for 76oÄ and other biomass in forests
for 2.7 7o of carbon.

Federal Statistical Office, AnnuaI Report 2006



The results of forest accounting have been elaborated
in cooperation with the Federal Research lnstitute for
Forestry and the Timber lndustry and are available as time
series to be updated on an annual basis. An executive
summary of results and a detailed proiect report can be

found on the FederaI Statistica[ Office's internet website
in the section on environmental-economic accounting,
keyword "forest accounti n g".

Carbon balance of the forest ecosystem in 2004
(in percent)

2.7

Total 2.5
bilt. t

Environmental protection registered
sales of almost 12 biltion euro

Sales of goods and of buitding and other services for
environmental protection amounted to approximately
11.7 bittion euro in 2004, about 9 bittion euro (77oÄ)

being achieved by transactions within the country and
about2.7 bitlion euro (23%) by transactions abroad.

EnvironmentaI protection goods accounted for more than
two thirds of sales (approximatety 7.8 bittion euro) in
2004. The largest share with about 3.7 bittion euro was
achieved by the manufacture of vehicles and parts of
vehicles (e.g. waste removal vehicles or flue gas purifica-
tion equipment for vehicles). Machine-building products
(e.g. dust removal or filter equipment) accounted for
approximatety 1.6 bittion euro, rubber and plastic ma-

terials (e.9. sewage pipes, synthetic tubs for substances,
which are hazardous to water, waste containers, noise

barriers) for about 755 million euro.

The second largest share in total sales - 23% (approxi-

mately 2.7 billion euro) in 2004 - was achieved by

building activities for environmentaI protection. They

include construction work such as canalisation, landfillor
reclamation of waters.

Sales of environmentaI protection services accounted for
approximately 1.3 bittion euro or 77o/o of total sales in

2004. Here the largest share belongs to planning activi-
ties (such as landscape planning) with about 359 mittion
euro, followed by proiect monitoring (e.g. rectamation
activities) and inspection with about 332 mittion euro as

well as studies and analyses (e.g. analyses of sewage
water, canalisation, exploration of polluted areas,
exhaust gas measurements) with about 295 million euro.

I Forest soils

ffi Standingwood

Other wooden biomass

Other biomass in forests
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100 years of statistics
on road traffic accidents

"ln view of the enormous development of automobitism
and the many comptaints about the progressive destruc-
tion of roads and many other damages involved" the
government of the German Empire fett competted to intro-
duce statistics on road traffic accidents from Aprit 1906
on. A few months later, in January 1907, the stock of
motor vehictes was recorded for the first time as wetl.

On the first reference date 27 026 llcensed motor
vehicles, of whlch 1.5 954 motorcycles, 957 lorries and
10115 cars, were recorded in the German Empire. 4 864
accidents, in which 145 persons were kitled and 241.9
in jured, were counted in the first reference year, for which
statlstics on road traffic accidents are available. B5olo of
the persons kitled died in accidents with passenger cars,

atthough the share of passenger cars in atl motor vehicles
was as low as 37o/" at that time. Drivers of that time
seemed to be overstrained, in particular, by high engine
performance: 48 of the 54 [icensed motor vehlcles with
more than 40 HP were invotved in accidents in the first
reference year. By contrast, cotlisions of motor vehicles
happened quite rarely: 196 coltisions (4o/" of al[ acci-
dents) were counted in 190611,907, of which 152 in Ber-

[in atone. Frequent accidents were those with pedestrians
or bicyclists (32'/"), with horsemen and harnessed horse
leams (27o/"), tramways (LLok) or because of botting
draught animals (10 7.).

The first result at federal tevet (with respect to the present

territory) can be calcutated for 7953: 'J..2637 Iraffic
deaths were recorded statisticatly with almost 4.8 mitlion
vehictes. Both figures rose in subsequent years: ln

1970 there were 21 332 traffic deaths and the stock of
motor vehicles had increased to 20.8 mittion. Since that
time - except for a few years - the number of persons

kilted in traffic accidents has permanently falten: ln

2005,56.3 miltion vehictes were registered in Germany,
2 083 times as many asin 1,907;5 361 people were killed
in road traffic, "only" 37 times as many as 100 years ago.
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U pdated classifications are available

ln 2006, after the revision of the internationaI and
European activity and goods classifications, work started
on reviewing the national classification of economic
activities (WZ) and the goods classification for production
statistics (GP). The 2008 issue ofthe nationaI classifica-
tion of economic activities (WZ 2008) worked out iointly
with the users of data contains approximatety 840 nation-
aI subclasses,i.e.2Oo/o less than the presentWZ2003.ln
reviewing the classification, account was taken, above
att, of the increased economic importance of services
and, in particular, of information and communication
services.

The German goods classification for production statistics
is based on the European PRODCOM tist. That is why the
FederaI Statistical Office concentrated its activities of
updating the GP classification in 2006 on making sure
that important points of national interest were taken into
account in the revision of the PRODCOM tist and business
associations and other users were prepared for a forth-
coming revision of the GP.

Federa I Statistical Office, An n ual Report 2006

ln foreign trade statistics, quantities and prices of import-
ed and exported goods are primarily broken down by kind
of goods and by country. The tariff and statistical nomen-
ctature of the European Communities (Combined Nomen-
ctature, CN) is the standard ctassification used by all
member states of the EU. lt is issued by the Federal Stati-
stical Office as the goods classification for foreign trade
statistics. The CN is based on the Harmonised System
(HS), which is in worldwide use and which is revised
approximately every five years to take account of changes
in the terms of trade and technological progress. The

2007 issue of the CN takes into account the often
[arge changes in the fourth issue of the HS, which became
effective on 1,lanuary 2OO7.80 of the 97 chapters of this
classification were affected by the changes in the HS.

More than a thousand codes became invalid and almost
as many were newly included in the classification. The

FederaI StatisticaI Office provides support for the change-
over as usual and advises on how to use the revised
nomenctature.
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Staff and budget
of the Federal
Statisticat Office
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Changes in the personnelstructure categories atike. Being increasingty faced with tasks of a

scientific nature, the FederaI Statistical Office aims to
adapt its service structure to this change in functions.
Accordingty, the proportion of employees in the higher
service in the total number of employees rose from
70.6oh to 74.4"/" during the mentioned period, whereas
the proportion of employees in the intermediate service
fetl from 52.8o/o to 43.9o/o.

ln November 2006 the FederaI Statistica] Office had
2 801 staff members. 2 077 staff members were employ-
ed at its main location in Wiesbaden und 767 at the
branch office in Bonn. A team of 17 people is employed
at the Berlin lnformation Point (i-Punkt) of the Federal

Statistical Office, which includes the European Data

Service (EDS). More than half of all persons (54,7'ö
employed by the Federat Statisticat Office are women. Another point worth mentioning is the FederaI StatisticaI

Office's commitment to vocationaI training: ln November
2006 1,66 young people were trained to become skilled
emptoyees for office communication or lT speciatists.

Between 2000 and 2006 the numberofemployees ofthe
FederaI Statistical Office decreased by 217 persons or
7.2o/o. However, the reduction did not affect alt service

Employees of the Federal Statistical Office by service category in 2000 - 2006
(As ofJanuary ofthe respective year)
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Employees of the FederaI Statistical Office
by sex and service category (in percent)
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Employees of the Federal Statistical Office by sex and service category (November 2006)
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The budget ofthe Federal
Statisticat Office in 2006

Estimated budget of the Federal Statistical Office
(mi[[ion euro)
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150.4 749.1 L47.6
The Federal Statisticat Office's budget estimate (target

budget) amounted to 133.9 mitlion euro in 2006. Heavy

cuts, in particular, in material expenses have caused the
budget target to fall by 73.7 mitlion euro compared with
the previous year. ln addition, a "gtobat reduction in
spending" was prescribed, amounting to almost 9 mittion
euro, so that iust about 125 mitlion euro were available
in 2006. Approximately 9.8 mitlion euro of that amount
were earmarked forthe totalreconstruction of the office's
building, which had begun in Wiesbaden.

133 4 n6.) 133.9

2001 02 03 04

Budget year
05 06

The compilation, processing and dissemination of statis-
tics is a labour-intensive job in spite of the increased use
of information technologies. That is why staff expenditure,
by tradition, is the [argest spending block of the Federal
Statisticat Office: the staff sector accounted for 77o/o of
estimated expenses in 2006. Non-personnel administrati-
ve expenditure had a share of 13%, whereas buitding
investments and procurement investments taken to-
gether accounted for 10olo oftotal estimated expenses.

Estimated expenditure 2006 of the Federal StatisticalOffice
(million euro)

3.9

fll#.l Staff expen d itu re

Non-personnel administrative
expen d itu re

Building investments
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Procurement investments
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Planned consumption of resources
by product group in 2007

Since the fiscal year 2004 the Federal Statistical Office
has compiled product budgets on an annual basis. A prod-

uct budget is an important control etement, providing
information on the purposes the resources are used for,
creating improved transparency of the relations between
the targets and the means set aside. A product budget
displays the costs incurred and the receipts achieved in
the compilation of external products.

The adjacent bar chart shows the cost estimates for 2007
by product group.

Most of the means, i.e. approximately 37 mitlion euro,
are set aside for the product group "External Trade,

Enterprises and Crafts". This can be explained by the fact
that this product group includes externaI trade statistics
(lntra- and Extra-Trade Statistics), the [argest statistical
survey conducted by the Federal Statistical Office in a

centralised way.

The fotlowing surveys ranked according to the consump-
tion of resources relate to certain economic sectors
(e.g. the producing sector, distributive and catering trade)
(19.3 mittion euro), statistics on prices, earnings, income
and consumption (14 million euro), statistics on popula-
tion and employment etc. (11.9 million euro) as we[[ as

client-specific elaborations, counselling and cooperation
services (tt.s mittion euro).

Planned consumption of resources by product group in 2007
(million euro)
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TotaI reconstruction of the
office building in Wiesbaden

The total reconstruction of the Federal Statistics Office
Buitding in Wiesbaden began in November 2005. The

multi-storey buitding and the adjoining structures as wetl
as the computer centre wilt be reconstructed in two
stages bythe end of20L0.

As long as construction work continues, about 1 000
employees are accommodated in seven alternative
buitdings [ocated in the Wiesbaden town area. The
Federal Statistical Office's tibrary, print shop and post
office also moved to other places.

Federa I Statistical Office, An n ual Report 2006

The complex of buildings, erected in Wiesbaden's Gustav-
Stresemann-Ring in 1956 and decorated as a cultural
monument in 7995, was in urgent need for reconstruc-
tion. The repair works consist of comprehensive static
reinforcements and fire-protection measures requiring
massive interference with the buitding fabric. ln the
meantime demolition measures have progressed,
dismantting the multi-storey buitding to its steet frame
construction, the braced staircases and tift boxes as well
as the floor ceilings.

The radical reconstruction will also be used to restyle
the buitding's facade and to create an attractive work
environment for the staff.
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lnterview with Ulril«e Dausmann and Anne Falter-
Leitzen, equaI opportunities commissioner and
ombudswoman of the Federal Statistical Office

Ulrike Dausmann has been equaI opportunities commissioner in Wiesbaden since
March 1995, Anne Falter-Leitzen held this function from,luty 2004 to March 2007 as

the equaI opportunities commissioner's ombudswoman at the Bonn dependency.

Mrs. Dausmann, Mrs. Falter-Leitzen, an Equal Opportunities Law became effective on federal level in late 2001. What are

the law's main stipulations?
Ulrike Dausmann: The EquaI Opportunities Law newly adopted on federaI level is to ensure equal opportunities for women

and men and to abolish existing and avoid future sex discrimination. Pursuant to this law, women are supported to help

them overcome existing disadvantages. The law also aims to improve the compatibitity of famity and career forwomen and

men. ln particular, it takes account of the specific needs of women, who are disabled or are at risk of becoming disabted.

With the Equal Opportunities Plan 2004 - 2007 the Federal Statistical Office is expected to convert the obiectives stipula-
ted by law into concrete action. What progress has been achieved so far?

AnneFalter-Leitzen: TheEquat OpportunitiesPtanevatuatedonlTAugust2006showstheachievementofgoalsforthe
first time. The goals set in the Equat Opportunities Plan were achieved to a very large extent and even surpassed in some

cases. Today we see that the share of women has further increased in fietds where they are underrepresented. We also see

that progress has been achieved regarding the compatibility of famity and iob, for example, as a resutt of telework, which

has been continuously extended, and of parent-child workrooms established in Wiesbaden and Bonn.

ln this connection, what is the rote of so-called "gender mainstreaming" at the Federal Statistical Office?

Ulrike Dausmann: By definition, gender mainstreaming means that it is necessary to consider women's and men's different
life situations and interests in atl ptanned prolects from the very beginning so that the goal, i.e. equal opportunities for both
sexes, can effectivety be achieved. The target agreement on the implementation of gender mainstreaming was signed at the
FederaI Statistical Office on 21 March 2006. A gender review was already carried out with respect to our trainees programme.

The office administration is presently preparing a first general implementation of gender mainstreaming.
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Are there structural differences between the Wiesbaden office and the Bonn dependency?
Anne Falter-Leitzen: There are two important structural differences between the locations Wiesbaden and Bonn: On the
one hand, the share of women in higher intermediate and higher service is much larger in Bonn than in Wiesbaden. On the
other hand, the percentage of salaried workers is much larger in Wiesbaden, whereas civil servants predominate in Bonn.

Where do you see your priorities for the next few years?

Ulrike Dausmann: I see my priorities for the next few years in that it is necessary to further implement and devetop the com-
patibitity of famity and iob, to reduce the underrepresentation of women and to give women career support during the com-
prehensive modernisation process at the Federal Statistical Office.

Gender mainstreaming

The need to considerwomen's and men's different life situations (gender mainstreaming) has been stiputated as a politi-
caI goaI in the Federal Government's coalition treaty for the 16th tegistation period of November 2005. ln order to enhance
poticy-making for the sake of equaI opportunities, gender-specific data are an indispensable necessity. Even today a per-

son's individualvariables are in most cases recorded separately for the two genders in federaI statistics. Many pubtications
of the Federal Statistical Office give a comprehensive overview of women's and men's living situation.

At international leveI the subject of equal opportunities for women and men is dealt with, first of att, by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). For that purpose a website, focussing on the dissemination and use of gender-

specific data, has been instalted in cooperation with the national statisticaI offices of member countries. lmportant gender-

specific themes and examples of political initiatives are also presented there. ln addition, the UNECE regularly organises
workshops to sensitise people forthe subject and to elaborate a harmonised set ofindicators. The Gender Database and
the Gender Statistics Website can be accessed on the internet via www.unece.org.
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Current organisational structure of the Federal Statistical Office
April2OOT
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Standard Cost Model
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lnformation and addresses

Statistisches Bundesamt
65180 Wiesbaden
Germany

Statistisches Bundesamt
Gustav-Stresemann-Ring 1 1

65189 Wiesbaden
Germany
Phone +49 (O) 61.1. I 7 5 1

Fax +49 (0) 611, I 75 4OOO

www.destatis.de

lnformation Services
Phone +49 (0) 611 I 752405
Fax +a9 (0) 61,1, I 7 5 33 30
Mo -Th 8 am to 5 pm; FrB am to 3 pm

www.destatis.de/ kontakt

Press Office and Journatist lnformation Service
Phone +49 (0) 611 I lS l+ +q

Fax +49 (o) 61.7175 39 76
Mo -Th B am to 5 pm; FrB am to 3 pm

presse@destatis.de
Release catendar of the Press Office:
www.destatis.de/presse/deutsch /ca l.htm
www.destatis.de/ presse/deutsch /ca t. htm

Statistisches Bundesamt
Bonn Branch Office
Graurheindorfer Straße 1 98
53777 Bonn
Germany
Phone +49 (0) 18 88 I 6441.
Fax +a9 (0) 1 8 88 / 6 44 89 90 oder 89 91
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Statistisches Bundesamt
Berlin lnformation Point
EDS European Data Service
Otto-Braun-Straße 7 0-7 2

(Entrance on Karl-Marx-Allee)
10178 Bertin

Germany
Phone +49 (0) 1888 I 6449427 oder9428
Fax +49 (0) 1888/ 6449430
Mo -Th B am to 5 pm; FrB am to 3 pm

i-p un kt@destatis.de
eds@destatis.de
www.eds-destatis.de



The FederalStatisticalOffice at a gtance

Our most important tasks and services:
tr# Togetherwith the 14 statisticaloffices of the federalstateswe produce statistics on the economy,

the society and the naturaI environment.
ffi# We actively use public retations and press activities to supply the pubtic and the media with statisticaI information.
ffi We provide information to atl people, using our press and information services, the website www.destatis.de and

various online databases.
ffi We provide advice and support to enterprises and citizens interviewed as respondents.
ffiim We undertake methodologicaI research, poticy counselling and data analysis.
w Empirical scientists in Germany have access to anonymised microdata of official statistics via the Research Data Centre

ofthe Federal Statistical Office and the Research Data Centres ofthe statisticaI offices ofthe federat states.

We are:
ffi About 2 800 statisticians, of whom more than half are women.
ffi Weincreaseefficiency:Wehavecopedwithincreasedfunctionsinspiteof a7"/oreductioninstaffnumberssince

2000.
ffi WeworkatthetocationsWiesbaden(headoffice),Bonn(branchoffice)andBertin

(i-Punkt Bertin/ EDS European Data Service)
eü Human resource development is aimed at training the staff in technicaI matters.

Our fram ework cond itions:
w ln 2006 the federal budget made availabte 125 miltion euro for statistical purposes.
ffi We use the latest information technotogy and our internet-based services and innovations are an important

contribution to the Federation's eGovernment: SeveraI prizes were awarded to our new data cottection
method eSTATlSTlK.core in 2005, which enables enterprises to futfit statistical obligations online using data from
their enterprise accounting systems.

m We actively participate in the further devetopment of the European Statistical System and in internationalstatisticaI
cooperation.
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